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(57) ABSTRACT 
A premises based wireleSS network having a multi-Segment 
wired network and a plurality of wireleSS access points 
connected to the wired network. The wired network operates 
according to a wired network protocol which may be the 
Internet Protocol. Wireless terminals communicate with the 
wireleSS access points according to a wireleSS network 
protocol, inconsistent with the wired network protocol. Each 
of the wireleSS terminals has a wired network address 
corresponding to one of the wireleSS access points. Each 
wireleSS terminal also has an address according to the wired 
network protocol. AS the wireleSS terminals roam throughout 
the premises, protocol tunnels route communications 
between wireleSS terminals, thereby preserving communi 
cations while roaming by allowing the wireleSS terminals to 
retain their wired network addresses during the ongoing 
communications. The WireleSS terminals are connected to 
wireleSS access points. These wireleSS access points are in 
turn linked by data link tunnels to a root access point for a 
Subnet. The data link tunnels enable the root access point for 
a Subnet to forward data to the wireleSS access points. The 
forwarded data is not bridged onto the particular Subnet that 
connects the Wireless access point and the root access point 
for that Subnet. 
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ENHANCED MOBILITY AND ADDRESS 
RESOLUTION IN A WIRELESS PREMISES BASED 

NETWORK 

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. The present case is a continuation of U.S. applica 
tion Ser. No. 09/183,767 filed Oct. 30, 1998, (which is to 
issue as U.S. Pat. No. 6,701,361 on Mar. 2, 2004), which is 
a continuation-in-part of U.S. application Ser. No. 08/916, 
601 filed Aug. 22, 1997, which claims the benefit of U.S. 
Provisional Application No. 60/024,648 filed Aug. 22, 1996, 
and U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/043,395 filed Apr. 
2, 1997, all of which are hereby incorporated herein by 
reference in their entirety. 

BACKGROUND 

0002) 1. Technical Field 
0003. The present invention relates generally to premises 
based wireleSS networks wherein wireless terminals roam 
between network Segments and utilize address resolution 
techniques for data packet routing purposes, and, more 
particularly, it relates to techniques for enhancing the mobil 
ity of Such wireless terminals within the wireless networks 
while minimizing wireleSS traffic for address resolution. 
0004 2. Related Art 
0005 Communication systems often include intercon 
nected wired and wireleSS networks that together Support 
communication within an enterprise. These communication 
Systems typically include one or more wired networks that 
connect network elements Such as workStations, Servers and 
access points. Communication cells established by wireleSS 
access points (APS) provide links between network elements 
connected to the wired backbone and mobile terminals. Such 
communications often pass through both the wireleSS and 
wired networks. 

0006 Wired networks typically operate according to one 
or more communication protocols, or protocol Stacks that 
were Specifically designed with Strategies to maintain and 
manage wired networks. Similarly, wireleSS networks have 
evolved with protocols and associated maintenance Strate 
gies to Support mobile network nodes and other unique 
characteristics associated with wireleSS network. Thus, it is 
often difficult to merge Wired and wireleSS networks together 
without degrading performance on either the wired or wire 
leSS network. 

0007 For example, in conventional installations, APs are 
used to bridge between the wired and wireless networks. 
However, higher level protocols operating in the wired 
networks often create problems for the wireleSS networks, 
especially in those wireleSS networks where terminals fre 
quently roam. Specifically, when terminals that communi 
cate with a first AP on one IP (internet protocol) segment of 
a wired LAN (local area network) roam to communicate 
with a second AP attached to a second IP segment of the 
wired LAN, ongoing communication may be lost due to the 
a need to reregister the roaming device on the Second IP 
Segment and unregister that device from the first IPSegment. 
Thus, IP nodes cannot transparently roam to another IP 
subnet. Further, because the APs in different IP segments 
often reside adjacent one another, the roaming terminals 
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frequently move back and forth between the cells, creating 
Significant problems in the network. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0008. In order to overcome the shortcomings described 
above and additional Shortcomings, a wireleSS network 
according to the present invention includes a multi-Segment 
wired network and a plurality of wireleSS access points 
connected to the wired network. The wired network operates 
according to a wired network protocol which may be the 
Internet Protocol. Wireless terminals communicate with the 
wireleSS access points according to the wired network pro 
tocol, inconsistent with the wireleSS network protocol. Each 
of the wireleSS terminals has a wired network address 
corresponding to one of the wireleSS access points. AS the 
wireleSS terminals roam throughout the premises, protocol 
tunnels route communications between wireless terminals 
via the wired network, thereby preserving communications 
while roaming by allowing the wireless terminals to retain 
their wired network addresses during the ongoing commu 
nications. Such protocol tunnels are transparent to the wired 
network. 

0009 Additional functionality is provided through the 
use of data link tunnels that connect access points within a 
wireleSS network. The data link tunnels allow passage of 
data under the wired network protocol to wireleSS terminals 
operating under the wired network without extraneous over 
head in a communications protocol. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0010 FIG. 1 is a drawing of an exemplary enterprise 
network built in accordance with the present invention 
utilizing tunneling to accommodate migration between IP 
network Segments. 
0011 FIG. 2 is a drawing providing an exemplary illus 
tration of access point interaction via an IP router to carry 
out IP tunneling in accordance with the present invention. 
0012 FIG. 3 is a drawing of an exemplary protocol stack 
used in an access point of the present invention Such as one 
of those shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 which has an IP port. 
0013 FIG. 4 is a drawing illustrating the operation of the 
present invention with a roaming IP terminal in an enterprise 
network built in accordance with the present invention. 
0014 FIG. 5 is a drawing illustrating a variation from 
that of FIG. 4 used to illustrate further aspects in the 
enterprise network built in accordance with the present 
invention relating to roaming. 

0015 FIG. 6 is a drawing of an exemplary enterprise 
network used to illustrate the functionality of address reso 
lution using ARP proxy Servers in accordance with the 
present invention. 
0016 FIG. 7 is a drawing of an exemplary enterprise 
network used to illustrate the functionality of address reso 
lution using ARP translation Servers in accordance with the 
present invention. 
0017 FIG. 8a is a drawing illustrating operation of an 
augmenting agent built in accordance with the present 
invention which Supplements off-the-shelf protocol Stacks to 
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Support various enhanced features that may prove desirable 
in Specific enterprise network configurations. 

0.018 FIG. 8b is a drawing illustrating an alternate 
implementation of the augmenting agent of FIG. 8a 
wherein, instead of operation as an independent, monitoring 
application, the augmenting agent operates as a Shim 
between the proprietary or defacto industry Standard drivers 
and the higher level protocols. 

0.019 FIG. 9 is a block diagram of a communication 
System illustrating the use of an IP tunnel and a data link 
tunnel to access a roaming terminal in accordance with the 
invention. 

0020 FIG. 10 is a drawing illustrating a protocol stack 
asSociated with the acceSS point at the endpoints of the IP 
tunnel and the data link tunnel in FIG. 9. 

0021 FIG. 11 is another drawing illustrating a protocol 
Stack associated with the access point at the endpoints of the 
IP tunnel and the data link tunnel in FIG. 9. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0022 FIG. 1 is a drawing of an exemplary enterprise 
network 100 built in accordance with the present invention 
utilizing tunneling to accommodate migration between IP 
network Segments. An enterprise as used herein refers to a 
busineSS operation which may be self contained within a 
Single premises or Within multiple premises. For example, 
the enterprise network may be a wired and wireleSS network 
used within a single warehouse to Support inventory control. 
It may also include Support for mobile, vehicle based 
communication with Such warehouse via a wide area net 
work (“WAN”). Likewise, the enterprise might also include 
a Second Warehouse or manufacturing facility located near 
or remote to the warehouse with wired, satellite or WAN 
connectivity. 

0023. In particular, within the enterprise network 100 of 
FIG. 1, the protocols of the present invention, hereinafter 
referred to as OWL (open wireless local area network) 
protocols, Support a variety of features which enhance 
mobile or portable terminal mobility while minimizing 
transmissions within the wireless networks. The OWL pro 
tocols function at the MAC (media access control) sub layer 
of the ISO (industry standards organization) protocol Stack 
and allow the mobile network nodes (e.g., wireless termi 
nals, printers, code readers, etc.) to roam from one wireless 
access point (OWL AP) to another in a manner which is 
transparent to higher layer protocols. The features of the 
present invention may be viewed as extensions to wireleSS 
network architectures Such as those found in Appendix A 
entitled “OWL Network Architecture”, Appendix B entitled 
“Open Wireless LAN Theory of Operation,” Appendix C 
entitled “OWL Network Frame Formats,” and Appendix D 
entitled “UHF/Direct Sequence MAC-D Protocol Specifi 
cation.” 

0024. The protocols of the present invention enable 
mobility across IP subnets for both IP and non-IP nodes, and 
enables non-IP nodes, on two or more IP Subnets, to com 
municate as if connected by a single (possibly bridged) local 
area network. These protocols do not require any changes to 
an existing TCP/IP protocol stack in IP routers or mobile IP 
Stations. 
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0025. Without the protocols of the present invention an 
AP (access point) 101 and an AP 102 cannot belong to the 
same OWL network unless an IP router 103 is configured to 
bridge OWL frames (i.e. DIX type hex. 875C). Assume that 
an IP terminal 104 attached to the AP 101 is communicating 
with an IP host 105. The IP host 105 and the IP terminal 104 
each have IP addresses for a Subnet 106. If the IP terminal 
104 attaches to the AP 102 (i.e. with a different LAN ID), 
then the IP host 105 cannot send packets to the IP terminal 
104 because the IP router 103 would not forward packets 
within the Subnet 106 to a Subnet 107. A non-IP terminal 108 
on the Subnet 106 cannot communicate with a non-IP host 
109 on subnet 107 unless the IP router 103 is configured to 
forward non-IP packets. However, with the protocols of the 
present invention, Such and other problems are overcome. 
0026 FIG. 2 is a drawing providing an exemplary illus 
tration of access point interaction via an IP router to carry 
out IP tunneling. Features of the protocols of the present 
invention may be implemented by adding a logical port to an 
OWL access point (AP) which is, essentially, a port to an “IP 
tunnel”. OWL packets and layer 2 data frames which are 
sent on the logical “IP port” are encapsulated inside of IP 
packets and Sent through the tunnel. An IP tunnel exists 
between the IP port on an AP which “originates” the tunnel 
and an IP port on an AP which attaches to the OWL spanning 
tree through the “remote” end of the tunnel. The IP tunnel 
functions as a branch in the OWL Spanning tree. 

0027. The user configures the IP tunnel port (i.e. with the 
bridge port menu) on an OWL AP By default, the IP port is 
enabled so that an AP can attach to an OWL network through 
the remote end of an IP tunnel; the user can explicitly disable 
the IP port to prevent the AP from attaching through the 
tunnel. If the IP port is enabled, then the user can configure 
the port so that the AP will originate an IP tunnel. Typically 
only a small number of APs should be configured to origi 
nate an IP tunnel. If an IP port is configured to originate a 
tunnel, then a list of 1 or more IP addresses must be defined 
for the port. A type is entered for each address in the list. The 
type can be UNICAST, BROADCAST, or MULTICAST. 
The AP Software places no restrictions on addresses in the 
list (other than the size of the list). The address list is 
selected so that IP packets destined to addresses in the list 
will be heard by APs which should attach to the OWL 
network through an IP tunnel. For example, in FIG. 1, an IP 
tunnel can be established between the AP 101 and the AP 
102 by enabling the AP 101 to originate an IP tunnel and 
adding the IP address of the AP 102 to the address list 
associated with the IP port in the AP 101. The AP 101 and 
AP 102 are configured with the same OWL LAN ID. 
0028. An IP port can be configured so that it can only 
originate a tunnel if it assumes the root node Status or if it 
becomes the designated AP for a secondary LAN. 

0029. A set of permanent filters and a set of user-defined 
filters are used to restrict flooding through an IP tunnel. The 
filters can be used, for example, to limit traffic through an IP 
tunnel to OWL frames and Norand Network Layer (NNL) 
frames. The permanent filters are used to prevent IP routing 
information packets and broadcast/multicast IP packets from 
passing through an IP tunnel. By default, only NNL packets, 
OWL packets, ARP packets, and unicast IP packets with a 
protocol type of UDP, TCP, or ICMP can pass through an IP 
tunnel. Some ICMP types and UDP/TCP protocol ports are 
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also filtered, by default, to prevent IP routing information 
from passing through the tunnel. A “Subnet filter can be 
enabled if all mobile IP nodes belong to the same “root” 
Subnet. Filters are discussed in more detail below. 

0030) The user can enable/disable a “proxy ARP server” 
or an “ARP translation server” (discussed below) and, 
optionally, create permanent ARP Server entries. The user 
can also set a network wide parameter which prevents 
broadcast ARP requests from being forwarded to radio 
terminals and through IP tunnels. The parameter can be Set 
so that no ARP requests are forwarded or only those which 
cannot be “resolved” by the particular ARP server. 
0031 Although the higher level protocols (e.g., such as 
that set forth in IEEE 802 standards) may prohibit a bridge 
from reordering (i.e. forwarded) frames, it is possible that 
frames forwarded through an IP tunnel may be reordered by 
the underlying network. The user can configure an IP port So 
that Strict frame Sequencing is enforced. If strict frame 
Sequencing is enabled, then the IP port will insert a Sequence 
number in outbound frames and cache address/sequence 
number pairs for inbound frames. Delayed frames which 
arrive out-of-order are simply discarded. 
0032. An IP port can be enabled on an AP configured with 
an IP address. If IP subnet addressing is used, then the AP 
should also be configured with an IP subnet mask. 
0033. An OWL IP tunnel is logically equivalent to any 
other physical link (i.e. radio link) in the OWL spanning 
tree. An OWL AP forwards a packet along a branch in the 
Spanning tree by Sending the packet to the MAC-D desti 
nation address of the next hop. The MAC-D addresses used 
on an IP port are IP addresses which identify the AP at each 
end of the tunnel. Note that the TCP/IP software in an AP is 
responsible for binding the IP address to the correct 802 
LAN address (i.e. with ARP). 
0034) The root node and other attached OWLAPs broad 
cast HELLO packets or “beacons” on each IP port and radio 
port once per HELLO period. The root node and designated 
APs also broadcast HELLO packets on ethernet links. If the 
port is an IP port, then a copy of the HELLO packet is 
created for each IP address in the user-defined list for the 
port. The MAC-D destination address, of the HELLO 
packet, is an IP address from the list, and the MAC-D source 
address is the IP address of the AP. If the destination IP 
MAC-D address in a HELLO packet is a multicast address, 
then the HELLO packet may be received by more than one 
AP. For example, an IP port on the root AP can be configured 
with the “all-subnets” address. In this case, no other con 
figuration may be required, Since all APS in an enterprise IP 
network, potentially, can receive HELLO packets addressed 
to the all-subnets address. (Note that IP routers must be 
enabled to forward packets addressed to the all-Subnets 
address or a group address, if Such an address is used.) AS 
a Second example, an IP port on the root AP can be 
configured with a list of unicast addresses, to limit HELLO 
propagation and/or to explicitly control which APS attach to 
the remote end of a tunnel. 

0035) The IP software in the AP binds the destination IP 
address in a HELLO packet to an ethernet address. If the IP 
address type is UNICAST, then the first hop on the path to 
the IP destination is derived from the IP route table in the AP. 
Note that the user can configure a default route and can also 
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configure special routes for a specific IP address or group of 
addresses. If the type is BROADCAST, then the destination 
ethernet address is the ethernet broadcast address, hexadeci 
mal FFFFFFFFFFFF. If the type is MULTICAST, then the 
HELLO packet is sent to a multicast ethernet destination 
address which is formed from the IP address according to 
RFC 1112. The first 3 bytes of the ethernet address are hex. 
E and the last 23 bits are taken from the last 23 bits of the 
IP address. 

0036 OWL APs which are on an IP subnet which is 
different than the IPSubnet of the OWL root node, can attach 
to the OWL spanning tree through an OWL IP port. The 
“cost' associated with an IP port is greater than the cost of 
an ethernet port, but less than the cost of a radio port. An 
unattached AP may receive HELLO packets on one or more 
ports. If the lowest cost path to the root node is through an 
IP port, then an AP will send an ATTACH request to the root 
node through the IP port. The MAC-D destination address of 
the ATTACH request is equal to IP address of the tunnel 
originator and the MAC-D source address is the IP address 
of the attaching AP Note that the IP destination address is 
obtained from the MAC-D source address of a HELLO 
packet. The tunnel link is complete as Soon as the attaching 
AP receives an ATTACH response on the IP tunnel port. 

0037. An AP which attaches through an IP tunnel link (or 
OWL radio link) can be the designated AP for a secondary 
OWL ethernet LAN. An AP can be the designated AP for a 
Secondary LAN at a given time. More than one AP, attached 
to the same Secondary LAN Segment, may receive HELLO 
packets through an IP port (or radio port) if a multicast IP 
address is used or if two or more unicast addresses are 
defined (i.e. for redundancy). The protocol to elect the 
designated AP operates consistently whether the path to the 
parent AP is through an IP tunnel or radio link. The desig 
nated AP, for a Secondary LAN, is always the parent of any 
other AP which can bridge frames to the secondary LAN 
Segment. 

0038 More particularly, in FIG. 2, a subnet 201 is the 
OWL primary LAN. Further a subnet 202 is an OWL 
secondary LAN, and an AP212 is the designated bridge for 
the secondary LAN 202. OWL spanning tree branches 221, 
222 and 223 are denoted by dashed lines. The branch 222 
from AP212 to a root AP215 is through an IP tunnel via an 
IP router 205, which was originated by the root AP215. By 
default, an AP 213 can bridge frames onto subnet 202. 
Therefore, the AP 213 must attach to the OWL network 
through the designated AP for the subnet 202, i.e., the AP 
212. An AP 214 is attached to the root AP215 through an 
ethernet branch 221, rather than an IP tunnel branch, because 
the cost of an ethernet hop is lower. Similarly, ethernet 
branch 223 exists between the AP 212 and the AP 213. 

0039) A node in an OWL network is identified by its 
MAC-R address which is a 6-byte 802 (i.e. ethernet) 
address. A port on an OWL device is identified by a MAC-D 
address. The path to an OWL node is defined by the OWL 
Spanning tree, which can be derived from routing tables 
stored in APs. The key to a routing table entry is a MAC-R 
802 address. An AP forwards an outbound ethernet frame, 
for example, by looking up the destination ethernet address 
in a routing table. A MAC-D port address and local port ID, 
stored in the route table entry for the destination, define the 
first hop on the path to the destination. If the first hop is 
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through an IP tunnel, then the MAC-D address is an IP 
address which identifies an IP port at the remote end of the 
tunnel. The IP MAC-D layer encapsulates the frame inside 
of an IP packet and forwards it to the remote IP port. The IP 
MAC-D layer in AP at the remote end of the tunnel removes 
the IP encapsulation and posts the frame to the MAC-R 
layer, which forwards the frame to its final destination. 
0040. The size of an encapsulated frame may exceed the 
maximum frame size for an ethernet link. The IPsoftware in 
the AP is responsible for fragmenting and re-assembling 
packets which exceed the maximum ethernet frame size. 
0041. The MAC-D entity associated with an IP port on an 
AP passes a frame to the local IP stack for transmission. The 
IP stack formats the IP packets, binds the destination IP 
address to an ethernet address, and passes the frame to its 
data link layer interface for transmission. In an OWLAP, the 
data link layer interface for the IP stack exists on top of the 
OWL bridging layer. Therefore, the IP-encapsulated frame 
passes through the bridging layer and, possibly, through the 
MAC-R layer and a second MAC-D layer before it is 
transmitted on a physical port. The destination ethernet 
address of the IP-encapsulated frame should be the ethernet 
address of an IP router port attached to the local subnet. If 
the destination ethernet address is unknown, then the frame 
would normally be flooded. However, encapsulated frames, 
identified by the IP protocol type, are always passed to the 
ethernet MAC for transmission. Received encapsulated 
frames are discarded by the bridging layer, if the input 
Source is not the ethernet MAC. This restriction prevents 
internal routing loops in the AP and prevents tunnels from 
existing on top of radio linkS. Note that the path cost would 
be distorted if an IP tunnel existed over a radio link. 

0.042 FIG. 3 is a drawing of an exemplary protocol stack 
used in a access point of the present invention Such as those 
shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 which has an IP port. A dashed line 
301 between an IP MAC-D entity 303 and a GRE transport 
entity 305 logically represents a path through the protocol 
Stack for IP-encapsulated frames. More particularly, this 
path flows between the GRE transport entity 305 the IP 
MAC-D entity 303 via an IPlayer 307, a data link layer 309, 
a bridge layer 311 and a MAC-R entity 313. Descriptions 
regarding other pathways through the protocol Stack may be 
found, for example, in Appendix B. 

0043. If the AP receives a frame and the destination is 
unknown, the frame may be flooded, depending on the 
configured flooding levels. Note that the destination of a 
multicast frame is never known. Frame flooding through an 
IP tunnel is consistent with flooding on any other link type. 
If multicast hierarchical flooding is enabled, for example, 
then multicast frames which originate in the radio network 
are forwarded inbound to the primary LAN. Multicast 
frames which originate on the primary LAN are flooded 
throughout the OWL network. The path to the primary LAN 
may include an IP tunnel. 
0044) Flooding through an IP tunnel can be reduced with 
a number of configuration options. AS noted above, filters 
can be defined to prevent Some types of frames from being 
forwarded. 

0.045 Ethernet bridging can be disabled on selected OWL 
APs to prevent flooding across subnet boundaries. In FIG. 
2, for example, if bridging is disabled on AP2 and AP3, then 
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frames transmitted on Subnet 2 will not be bridged into the 
OWL network, and, therefore, will not be flooded to Subnet 
1. Only frames received on radio ports will be forwarded 
inbound by AP 2 and AP3. 
0046) Ifunicast hierarchical flooding (see OWL theory of 
operation) is enabled, then unicast frames transmitted on 
subnet 1, the primary LAN, will not be flooded to subnet 2, 
if the destination is unknown; however, unicast frames will 
be forwarded from Subnet 1 to Subnet 2 if the root AP has a 
route table entry for the destination and the first hop is 
through the IP tunnel link. 

0047. An AP will not forward a frame through an IP 
tunnel if the destination ethernet address identifies the 
default IP router port. An AP can determine the ethernet 
address of its default IP router port from its local ARP cache. 
0048. As used herein, a “mobile IP node” is any IP node 
that can roam across IP Subnet boundaries. In an OWL 
network, each mobile IP node is configured with a single IP 
address, which defines its “home’ IP subnet. In theory, any 
IP subnet(s) can be a home subnet for mobile nodes. In 
practice, the IP subnet which is attached to the OWL root 
node is the preferred home subnet for mobile IP nodes. In 
this case, the home subnet is equivalent to the OWL primary 
LAN. If the primary LAN is the same as the home subnet 
and mobile nodes communicate exclusively with Stations on 
the primary LAN, then MAC-level flooding and triangular 
routing can be reduced or eliminated. 

0049. In an IP/ethernet network which uses subnet rout 
ing, a first IP node Sends an IP packet to a Second node on 
the same subnet by sending the IP packet to the ethernet 
address of the Second node. If the Second node is on another 
Subnet, the first node Sends the packet to the ethernet address 
of an IP router. The ethernet address is typically discovered 
with the ARP protocol. Since the destination MAC address 
of the IP packet is an ethernet address, the packet will be 
forwarded correctly in an OWL network. 

0050. If a mobile IP node (or mobile non-IP node) roams 
away from its home Subnet and attaches to an AP on a 
“foreign” subnet, it must send an ATTACH request to the 
OWL root node before it can send or receive data frames. 
The ATTACH request fully establishes the path to the mobile 
node. For example, the AP at the home end of the IP tunnel, 
which links the home and foreign Subnets, will create a route 
entry for the mobile node, which points to the tunnel as the 
first hop on the path to mobile node, when it receives the 
ATTACH request from the terminal. The key to the route 
entry is the ethernet address of the mobile node. If the AP 
receives an ethernet packet, with the destination ethernet 
address of the mobile node, then it will forward the encap 
sulated ethernet frame through the IP tunnel. 
0051) If a mobile IP node is attached to an AP on a foreign 
subnet, then it still responds to ARP requests which are 
transmitted on its home Subnet. If multicast flooding is 
enabled, then broadcast ARP requests are flooded through 
out the OWL network, including through OWL tunnel links. 
Therefore, the mobile node can receive the broadcast ARP 
request on the foreign Subnet, and respond with a unicast 
ARP response, containing its ethernet address. Likewise, an 
ARP request from the mobile node will be flooded to the 
home subnet. Note that the target IP address, in an ARP 
request from the terminal, may designate either a target host 
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or a router port on the node's home subnet. In either case, IP 
packets are forwarded through the OWL network to the node 
identified by the destination ethernet address. 
0.052 FIG. 4 is a drawing illustrating the operation of the 
present invention with a roaming IP terminal in an enterprise 
network built in accordance with the present invention. AS 
shown, a mobile IP terminal 415 has roamed from its home 
Subnet, Subnet 411, to an AP 403 on a Subnet 412. The 
mobile IP terminal 401 may be any device which contains a 
radio transceiver Such as a portable computing device, a 
code reader, a printer, digital camera, RF TAG, etc. An AP 
401 serves as the OWL root node. An AP 402 is the 
designated AP for the secondary LAN which is the subnet 
412. The AP 402 is attached to the AP 401 through an IP 
tunnel 421. The AP 403 is attached to the AP 402 through an 
ethernet link 425. Note that the physical path for the IP 
tunnel 421 between the AP 401 and the AP 402 is through 
an IP router 423. The IP router 423 has two ports, port 431 
attaches to the subnet 411 while port 432 attaches to the 
subnet 412. The IP address for port 431 identifies subnet 411, 
while the IP address for port 432 identifies the subnet 412. 
The subnet 411 is the primary OWL LAN. 

0.053 As a first example, assume that the terminal 415 
has been actively communicating with an IP host 441 when 
it roams from the AP 401 to the AP 403. When the terminal 
415 roams, it must send an ATTACH request to the root, and 
wait for a matching ATTACH response, before it can send or 
receive data frames. The ATTACH request causes the root to 
update its route table entry for the terminal so that the first 
hop port and MAC-D address are its IP port and the IP 
address of the AP 402, respectively. The AP 402 and the AP 
403 also update their routing tables to reflect the new path. 
If the host 441 sends a packet to the terminal 415, the 
destination ethernet address is the ethernet address of the 
terminal 415. The packet will be routed to the terminal 415 
via the tunnel 421. If the terminal 415 sends a packet to the 
host 441, the destination ethernet address will be the address 
of the host 441. The packet will be forwarded inbound until 
it reaches the primary LAN (the subnet 411), where it will 
be bridged and received by the host 441. 

0.054 If the terminal 415 roams before it begins commu 
nicating with the host 441, it does not know the ethernet 
address of the host 441. Thus, the terminal 415 sends a 
broadcast ARP request which contains the IP address of the 
host 441 to determine the ethernet address of the host 441. 
The AP 403 bridges the ARP request onto the subnet 412. No 
IP node on the subnet 412 will respond to the ARP request 
because the target IP address does match any of the Subnet 
412 IP addresses. The AP 402 receives and forwards the ARP 
request inbound through the IP tunnel 421 to the AP 401. 
The AP 401 bridges the request onto the Subnet 411, where 
it is received by the host 441. The ARP response is sent to 
the unicast address of the terminal 415. If the host 441 sends 
an ARP 441 request which contains the IP address of the 
terminal 415, then the ARP request can either be serviced by 
a proxy ARP server (i.e. in the AP 401) or flooded outbound 
through the IP tunnel 421 and to the terminal 415. 
0.055 FIG. 5 is a drawing illustrating a variation from 
that of FIG. 4 used to illustrate further aspects in the 
enterprise network built in accordance with the present 
invention relating to roaming. The home subnet of an IP 
terminal 515 is a subnet 511. An IP router 523 has a port 531 
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which is the default router port associated with the subnet 
511 and a port 532 associated with the subnet 512. The port 
531 is the default router port for the terminal 515; and the 
port 532 is the default router port for an IP host 541. 
0056 Assume the terminal 515 was actively communi 
cating with the host 541 when it roamed from an AP 501 to 
an AP503. The host 541 is sending IP packets to the terminal 
515 which have a destination ethernet address for the port 
532 on the IP router 523. The terminal 515 is sending IP 
packets to the host 541 which contain the ethernet address of 
port 531 on the router 523. After the terminal 515 roams, it 
will continue to Send packets with the ethernet address of the 
port 531. A packet from the terminal 515 will be bridged 
onto the subnet 512 by the AP 503. An AP 502 will receive 
and forward the packet inbound to the primary LAN. The AP 
501 bridges the packet onto Subnet 511, where it will be 
received by the router 523 on the port 531. The router 523 
will forward the IP packet to the host 541 on subnet 512. A 
packet transmitted by the host 541 will be forwarded from 
the subnet 512 to the subnet 511 by the router 523. The AP 
502 will not forward the packet, transmitted by the host 541, 
inbound to the AP 501 if it has learned that the port 532 on 
the router 523 is on the Subnet 512. Otherwise, it will flood 
the (i.e. duplicate packet) packet to the subnet 511. Note that 
no ethernet adapter on the Subnet 511 should receive the 
duplicate packet. 
0057. As before, ARP requests will be generated if the 
terminal 515 roams before communicating with the host 541 
(or if ARP caches are aged). The terminal 515 will send an 
ARP request with the IP address of the port 531 as the target 
IP address. The ARP request will be forwarded inbound 
through the IP tunnel 521 and bridged onto subnet 511 by the 
AP 501, where it will be received by the router 523. The 
router 523 will send a unicast ARP response packet to the 
terminal 515 which contains the ethernet address of the port 
531. The host 541 will send an ARP request with the IP 
address of the port 532 as the target IP address. The router 
523 will send a unicast ARP response packet to the host 541 
which contains the ethernet address of the port 532. Note 
that the router 523 will receive both ARP requests on both 
ports; however, it will (correctly) respond only to those ARP 
requests which match the port IP address. Also note that the 
AP 502 will learn that the ethernet address of the port 532 
is on the local subnet when it sends an ARP response. 
0.058. The OWL/IP protocols run on top of an IP “trans 
port-layer” protocol defined in RFC 1701 entitled “Generic 
Routing Encapsulation (GRE) protocol.” The IP protocol 
type for GRE is decimal 47. GRE is used to encapsulate a 
variety of non-IP network layer protocols (i.e. to route 
non-IP packets through an IP network). The GRE header is 
contained in 4 or more bytes. Two of the bytes contained in 
the GRE header contain the DIX type of the encapsulated 
protocol, which is hexadecimal 875C for OWL/IP. The 
general format of an OWL/IP frame transmitted as a DIX 
ethernet frame is shown below: 

Field Size 

Ethernet Destination Address 6 bytes 
Ethernet Source Address 6 bytes 
Ethernet Version 2 Type (hex. 2 bytes 
800) 
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-continued 

Field Size 

IP Header (protocol = 47) 20 bytes 
GRE Flags 2 bytes 
GRE Type (hex. 875 c) 2 bytes 
MAC-D Protocol ID 1 byte 
MAC-D Control 1 byte 
MAC-D OWLLAN ID 1 byte 
MAC-D Fragment ID 1 byte 
MAC-D Length 2 bytes 
MAC-R Control 2 bytes 
MAC-R 802. Destination 6 bytes 
Address 
MAC-R 802 Source Address 6 bytes 
MAC-R Parameters M bytes 
802.3 Length or DIX Type 2 bytes 
LLC Header/Data N bytes 

0059) The first two bytes in the GRE header contain a flag 
which indicates if the GRE header contains an optional 
4-byte Sequence number. The Sequence number can, option 
ally, be included if Strict frame Sequencing, through an IP 
tunnel, must be enforced. 

0060 Filters may be used to prevent unwanted frame 
forwarding through an OWL/IP tunnel. For example, such 
filters may operate to prevent forwarding of: (1) 802.1d 
bridge PDUs any OWL AP port; (2) IP packets with a 
broadcast or multicast ethernet address (preventing nodes on 
a remote IP subnet from receiving “bridged’ IP packets, for 
example); (3) IP packets with protocol types such as EGP, 
IGP, IDPR, IDRP, MHRP, DGP, IGRP, and OSPFIGP; (4) IP 
ICMP packets except types such as Echo Request, Echo 
Reply, Destination Unreachable, Source Quench, Redirect, 
Alternate Host Address, Time Exceeded, Parameter Prob 
lem, Time Stamp, Time Stamp Reply, Address Mask 
Request, Address Mask Reply, and Trace Route; (ICMP 
types which include Router Advertisement, Router Selec 
tion, Mobile EP types, and IPv6 types may not be for 
warded); and (5) IP/UDP or IP/TCP packets with source or 
destination protocol port numbers such as RIP, RAP, and 
BGP 

0061 Similarly, a user can explicitly filter DIX types, 
however, as a default, only the following DIX types are 
forwarded: OWL (hex.875C), NNL (hex.875B), ARP (hex. 
0806), and IP (hex. 0800). Further, IP protocols can also be 
filtered. But, as a default, the IP protocols ICMP(1), 
UDP(17), and TCP(6) are not filtered. All such filters may be 
modified or extended as proves desirable for a given enter 
prise network installation. 

0062) The user can also enable subnet filtering for IP 
networks which use Subnet routing. Subnet filtering can be 
used if: a) all mobile nodes belong to the same Subnet as the 
root AP-the “root subnet;” and b) the root AP initiates all 
IP tunnels. Servers/hosts can be on any subnet. If subnet 
filtering is enabled, an AP forwards IP packets inbound 
through an IP tunnel if the source IP address belongs to the 
remote Subnet and the Source ethernet address identifies a 
mobile node in the Sub tree rooted at the AP. An AP forwards 
broadcast ARP packets (with an IP protocol type) inbound 
through an IP tunnel if the source IP address, in the ARP 
packet, belongs to the remote Subnet and the Source ethernet 
address identifies a mobile node in the Sub tree rooted at the 
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AP. This option can be used in conjunction with hierarchical 
unicast flooding to eliminate unnecessary IP packet forward 
ing and inbound ARP flooding. If the unicast hierarchical 
flooding option is used, then IP packets are not forwarded 
from the root Subnet unless the destination is in the Subtree 
below the root Subnet. Note that multicast and broadcast IP 
packets are not forwarded. In addition, a proxy ARP Server 
or an ARP translation server can be used to prevent ARP 
flooding. 

0063) An OWL AP functions as a transparent MAC layer 
bridge. A transparent bridge may flood a frame, received on 
one port, to all other ports, if the destination is unknown. In 
an OWL network, unicast frames may be flooded through an 
IP tunnel if flooding is enabled. As noted above, broadcast 
and multicast IP packets are not forwarded through an IP 
tunnel. In many cases, flooding through an IP port can be 
eliminated with the “subnet filter” option and the hierarchi 
cal unicast flooding option. 
0064 Occasionally, flooding through an IP tunnel may 
cause a duplicate IP packet to be delivered to another 
“remote” subnet. This can happen, for example, if an AP 
with an active IP port has not yet “learned” the ethernet 
address of a router port which is on the same “local” subnet 
as the AP. In this case, an IP packet addressed to the ethernet 
address of the router port may be flooded through the IP 
tunnel, by the AP, and also forwarded by the IP router. 
However, the packet flooded through the tunnel should not 
be received by any ethernet adapter attached to the remote 
Subnet because the destination ethernet address designates 
the router port attached to the local subnet. It should be noted 
that IP does not provide “reliable” network layer services. 
Packets may be lost, duplicated, delayed, or delivered out 
of-order. 

0065. An AP with an IP port may also occasionally flood 
IP packets to the wrong subnet(s), if the AP has not learned 
the destination address of a local host. Again, Such packets 
should not be received by any ethernet adapter on the remote 
Subnet(s). 
0066. In general, an AP should not forward a frame 
through an IP tunnel, if the destination ethernet address of 
the frame identifies a node on the local Subnet. An AP uses 
“backward learning” to discover which ethernet addresses 
belong to nodes on the local Segment. Learned addresses are 
Stored in a “filtering database.” Filtering database entries are 
aged and discarded if the node associated with an entry is not 
active for some period of time. An AP will not forward an 
ethernet frame, if it has learned that the destination is on the 
segment on which the frame was received. In an IP envi 
ronment, packets destined for another Subnet are always 
addressed to the ethernet address of a router port on the local 
Subnet. Therefore, Such packets are usually not forwarded 
(i.e. through an IP tunnel) by an AP. 
0067. In practice, IP nodes do not transmit IP packets, 
without first transmitting an ARP request and receiving an 
ARP response. ARP caches are typically aged, so ARP 
requests and responses are generated periodically for active 
nodes. Also, routers usually broadcast routing information 
packets periodically. In general, any periodic message will 
cause any AP on the local Subnet to refresh its filtering 
database. Therefore, each AP on a Subnet should have a fresh 
filtering database entry for each router port or host port 
attached to the Subnet. 
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0068. The following rules apply to typical OWL/IP pro 
tocol installations: (1) OWL/IP does not bridge across an IP 
router if the router is configured to bridge OWL frames (i.e. 
DIX type hex. 875C); (2) OWL/IP does not bridge frames 
acroSS an IP router, for Some network protocol type, if the 
router is also configured to bridge the network protocol type. 
For example, NNL frames should not be bridged through an 
IP tunnel, if any intermediate IP routers are configured to 
bridge NNL frames. Note that some routers (i.e. brouters) 
can be configured to bridge any frame type which cannot be 
routed; (3) OWL/IP should not be used to bridge frames with 
routable non-IP network layer types (e.g. OWL/IP should 
not be used to bridge Novell IPX frames in an environment 
which includes combined IP/IPX routers.); (4) As a rule, 
OWL/IP can be used to bridge frames with non-routable 
network layer types, where a “non-routable’ type is any type 
which will not be forwarded by a router (e.g. NNL, for 
example, is a non-routable type); and (5) An OWL network 
should not be installed so that two IP subnets are bridged by 
a radio link. For example, in FIG. 1, the Spanning tree link 
between the AP 101 and the AP 102 should not be a radio 
link. Note that the AP 102 will attach to the AP 101 through 
its OWL/IP port, even if it has a physical radio link to the AP 
101, because the cost of an IP tunnel hop is lower. In general, 
a path that can be bridged by Single radio hop cannot include 
more than two IP tunnel hops and should include at least one 
IP tunnel hop. If IP roaming or NNL communications to a 
remote NNL host are not required, then each set of OWL 
nodes contained within an IP subnet should be configured as 
an independent OWL network with a unique LAN ID. 
0069. In a typical IP/ethernet environment, the ARP 
protocol is used to bind an ethernet address to an IP address. 
An ARP request packet, which contains a target IP address, 
is sent to the ethernet broadcast address. Each IP node on the 
LAN receives and examines the request. The node desig 
nated by the target IP address will return the ARP response 
packet, which contains its unicast ethernet address. If the 
target IP node is mobile, then the request must be flooded 
over a radio link(s) and, possibly, through an IP tunnel to 
reach the mobile node. 

0070 However, in many enterprise network installations, 
it may prove undesirable to flood ARP requests over radio 
links and tunnel links for several reasons. The most obvious 
reason is that it adds broadcast traffic, which has added 
overhead on radio linkS. In addition, in a typical mobile 
node, the radio module interrupts its host processor when a 
frame is received with the unicast destination address of the 
mobile node or a broadcast destination address. If the mobile 
node contains power-management logic, then the host pro 
ceSSor may be "sleeping when a received frame arrives. If 
the radio module is enabled to receive broadcast ARP 
requests, for example, then the host processor will con 
stantly be interrupted and awakened. On a busy IPLAN, the 
mobile node would almost never Sleep. Among other rea 
Sons, flooding through a tunnel link also circumvents the 
ability of routers to contain traffic within LAN segments. 
0071. In some cases, a proxy ARP server can be used to 
reduce or eliminate the need to flood ARP requests to mobile 
nodes through an IP tunnel or radio port. (Note that filters 
can be used to reduce non-ARP broadcast traffic.) The proxy 
ARP server exists on each AP which can bridge to an 
ethernet port. If the server is enabled, it maintains an ARP 
database, where each entry in the database contains a Status, 
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an age, and an IP address/ethernet address pair. Each address 
pair designates an “P node which is on the server's IP subnet. 
The status value can be “PROXY”, “LOCAL", or “PEND 
ING”. If the status is PROXY, then the server is servicing 
ARP requests for the associated IP node, which is in the 
OWL Sub tree rooted at the AP. If the status is LOCAL, then 
the server has learned that the target IP node is on the local 
ethernet link. A PENDING entry is created when an ARP 
request is received and the Server does not have an entry for 
the target node. The age in an entry is Set to 0 when the entry 
is created or updated, and is incremented once a minute. 
Entries in the database are indexed by the IP address and by 
the ethernet address. 

0072 The AP bridging module calls the ARP server each 
time an ARP request is received, and passes a pointer to the 
ARP packet. The ARP server returns a value to the bridging 
module which indicates if the request should be forwarded 
or discarded. There are two general cases -the request 
frame can either be received on an "inbound” link or an 
“outbound” link. A link is inbound if the AP is attached to 
the link through its root port; otherwise, it is outbound. In the 
special case of the root AP, the primary LAN is considered 
an inbound link. If an ARP request is received on an inbound 
link and the server has a PENDING entry, for the target IP 
address, then it indicates that the request should be flooded 
(i.e. outbound); otherwise, it indicates that it should be 
discarded. If the server does not have an entry, a PENDING 
entry is created. Note that if the server receives another ARP 
request with the same target IP address, it will indicate that 
the request should be forwarded. If an ARP request is 
received on an outbound link and the Server does not have 
an entry or has a LOCAL, then it indicates that the request 
should be forwarded inbound only, and a PENDING entry is 
created. If the server has a PENDING entry, then it indicates 
that the request should be flooded (i.e. forwarded inbound 
and, possibly, to other outbound ports). In either case, if the 
server has a PROXY entry for the target IP address, then the 
server will transmit a “proxy” ARP response, which contains 
the ethernet address of the associated IP node, and indicate 
that the frame should be discarded. 

0073. In an exemplary embodiment, the server follows 
the rules listed below to maintain its ARP database and 
forward ARP request packets. Note that the database can 
contain only one entry per IP address, therefore, before an 
entry is “created any existing entry must be deleted. In this 
discussion, a “route' can be a route table entry or a "sec 
ondary” entry in the AP bridge table. If the server indicates 
that an ARP request should be forwarded, then it is flooded 
according to ARP and multicast flooding configuration 
parameterS. 

0.074 (1) The ARP database is tightly coupled with 
routing tables in the AP. The ARP database cannot contain 
a PROXY entry for a node, unless the node is in the spanning 
tree rooted at the AP. Therefore, a PROXY entry cannot be 
created unless the AP has a route to the node. A PROXY 
entry is deleted if the route to a node is deleted. 

0075) (2) The server in the root AP or in the designated 
AP for a secondary ethernet LAN, cannot create a PROXY 
entry for a node if the route to the node is “distributed”. (A 
route is “distributed” if the first hop to the node is through 
an AP on the same ethernet link, which is responsible for 
bridging frames to/from the ethernet link from/to the node.) 
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0.076 (3) The ARP database is never updated with 
an IP address which belongs to another subnet. The 
ARP server always indicates that an ARP request 
should be discarded if either the target or source IP 
address belongs to a Subnet which is not the Same as 
the Subnet of the AP. 

0.077 (4) If the server receives an ARP response packet 
on a non-ethernet port, it creates a PROXY entry for the 
target IP node (i.e. the node which generated the response), 
if the AP has a consistent non-distributed route to the node. 
If the route is distributed, a LOCAL entry is created. 
0078 (5) If the server receives an ARP request packet on 
a non-ethernet port, it creates a PROXY entry for the source 
IP node (i.e. the node which generated the request), if the AP 
has a consistent non-distributed route to the node. If the 
route is distributed, a LOCAL entry is created. 
0079 (6) An IP node in the OWL network can explicitly 
register its IP address with the ARP server each time it sends 
an OWL ATTACH request packet. An AP creates a PROXY 
entry for the Source node if it is responsible for bridging 
frames to/from the Source node on its ethernet port; other 
wise, if the route is distributed, it creates a LOCAL entry. 
The ethernet address stored in the PROXY entry is the 
MAC-R source address of the ATTACH request packet. The 
ARP database is not updated if the ATTACH request is 
invalid (i.e. out-of-sequence). 
0080 (7) If the server receives an ARP response packet 
on an ethernet port, it creates a LOCAL entry for the target 
IP node if it does not have an entry or if it has a LOCAL or 
PENDING entry. If it has a PROXY entry and the AP is not 
the root AP, then an ALERT request is sent to the root AP 
If the path to the node has changed, the root AP will return 
an ALERT response to delete the old path fragment. 
0081 (8) If the server receives an ARP request packet on 
an ethernet port, it creates a LOCAL entry for the source IP 
node, if it does not have an entry or if it has a LOCAL or 
PENDING entry. If it has a PROXY entry and the AP is not 
the root AP, then an ALERT request is sent to the root AP 
If the path to the node has changed, the root AP will return 
an ALERT response to delete the old path fragment. 
0082 (9) LOCAL entries are aged and discarded after 30 
minutes. PENDING entries are aged and discarded after 2 
minutes. PROXY entries are deleted if the route to the 
asSociated node changes. 
0.083 FIG. 6 is a drawing of an exemplary enterprise 
network used to illustrate the functionality of address reso 
lution using ARP proxy Servers in accordance with the 
present invention. A terminal 615 has an IP address for a 
Subnet 612. ASSume that the terminal 615 has either sent an 
inbound ARP frame or registered its IP address within an 
ATTACH request packet. The ARP server in an AP 603 has 
a PROXY entry for the terminal (assuming the AP 603 has 
bridging enabled). A server in an AP602 has a LOCAL entry 
for the terminal 615 because the route for the terminal 615 
is distributed, i.e., the AP 603 is responsible for bridging 
frames from ethernet to the terminal 615. A root AP 601 
cannot have an entry for the terminal 615 because it is on 
another Subnet 611. If an IP Host 642 sends a broadcast ARP 
request frame with the target IP address of the terminal 615, 
then the server in the AP 603 will generate an ARP response 
frame which contains the ethernet address of the terminal 
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615. The AP 602 will ignore the request. The path between 
the AP 602 and the AP 603 could contain an off-the-shelf 
transparent bridge. If the request is flooded inbound, any AP 
on the Subnet 611 will also ignore the request because the 
target IP address is on another subnet. An IP Host 641 will 
initiate a conversation with the terminal 615 by sending an 
ARP request with a target IP address that designates port 631 
on the IP router 623. 

0084. The proxy ARP server can be configured so that 
ARP requests are never forwarded outbound from an eth 
ernet Segment into the radio network. In this case, the Server 
needs to have perfect knowledge of any IP nodes contained 
within the Sub tree rooted at the AP, So that it can generate 
proxy ARP responses. Normally, this mode is used if all 
nodes in the radio network explicitly register their IP 
addresses. 

0085. By default, a broadcast ARP request packet, or any 
other broadcast packet, which originates in the radio net 
work is forwarded inbound until it reaches the primary LAN. 
The multicast flooding level can be set so that broadcast 
frames are always flooded throughout the OWL network. 
0086 Two or more APS may generate ARP response 
packets for a Single node, if an old path is not Successfully 
deleted when the node roams. In this case, the forwarding 
database in an off-the-shelf bridge may be updated incor 
rectly. An equivalent problem in an OWL AP has been 
corrected by not submitting ARP response frames to the 
backward learning process. Previously, the backward learn 
ing logic in the AP assumed that a frame could not be 
delayed for more than 5 seconds. If an AP received a frame 
on the primary LAN, for example, and it had an outbound 
route for the Source address, then it deleted the route, if the 
route was more than 5 seconds old. This logic fails if an AP 
continues to generate ARP response frames for a terminal, 
for Some time after the terminal has roamed to another AP. 
To avoid incorrect updates, the filtering database and route 
tables in an OWL AP are not updated when a received ARP 
response indicates that the path to the Source node may have 
changed. Instead, an ALERT request is generated to deter 
mine if the node has, in fact, roamed. If an ALERT response 
indicates that the node has roamed, then the AP will delete 
its PROXY server entry for the node and will no longer 
generate incorrect ARP responses for the node. 
0087 FIG. 7 is a drawing of an exemplary enterprise 
network used to illustrate the functionality of address reso 
lution using ARP translation Servers in accordance with the 
present invention. In particular, another approach involving 
the use of ARP translation servers often proves to be a more 
desirable solution to that provided by the proxy ARP server 
approach of FIG. 6. The ARP translation prevents undesir 
able flooding of ARP requests through radio and tunnel 
linkS. 

0088 An ARP translation server operates nearly identi 
cally to the proxy ARP server discussed with reference to 
FIG. 6. Instead of acting as a proxy, the ARP translation 
Server unicasts ARP requests through the wireleSS network. 
Thus, whether or not an ARP request is received on an 
inbound or an outbound link, the ARP translation server will 
translate the broadcast destination address, in the ethernet 
header, to the unicast ethernet address of the target node, if 
the ARP translation server has PROXY entry for the target 
IP address. The unicast frame is then routed through the 
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OWL network to the target node so that the target node can 
return an ARP response packet. 

0089. In the exemplary enterprise network of FIG. 7, a 
terminal 715 has an IP address for a Subnet 712. ASSume that 
the terminal 715 has either sent an inbound ARP frame or 
registered its IP address within an ATTACH request packet. 
The ARP server in an AP 703 has a PROXY entry for the 
terminal (assuming the AP 703 has bridging enabled). A 
server in an AP 702 has a LOCAL entry for the terminal 715 
because the route for the terminal 715 is distributed, i.e., the 
AP 703 is responsible for bridging frames from ethernet to 
the terminal 715. A root AP701 cannot have an entry for the 
terminal 715 because it is on another Subnet 711. If an IP 
Host 742 sends a broadcast ARP request frame with the 
target IP address of the terminal 715, then the server in the 
AP 703 will translate the broadcast destination address, in 
the ethernet header, to the unicast ethernet address of the 
target node, the IP terminal 715. The unicast frame is then 
transmitted to the IP terminal 715. The IP terminal 715 
responds with an ARP response packet which is a unicast 
packet directed to the IP host 742 via the AP 703. 
0090 Thus, unlike the proxy ARP server approach, the 
ARP translation Server approach does not require the Server 
to have perfect knowledge of the IP nodes contained within 
the sub-tree at the corresponding AP. Instead, the ARP 
translation server merely directing (unicasting) the ARP 
request when it believes an IP node is contained within its 
Subtree. Whether or not this is true does not matter because 
the IP node will only respond with an ARP response if it is 
present and has not roamed. 
0091 Although FIGS. 1-2 and 4-7 are diagrams with 
Simplistic network configurations with a single wireleSS hop 
to a terminal, the aforementioned features and functionality 
can also be applied to more complex configurations includ 
ing enterprise networks with multiple wireless hopping 
pathways to Such terminals. 
0092 FIG. 8a is a drawing illustrating operation of an 
augmenting which Supplements off-the-shelf protocol Stacks 
to Support various enhanced features. A typical off-the-shelf 
protocol Stack would include a proprietary or defacto indus 
try standard driver 801, which provides a MAC layer 
interface to higher level protocol layers such as TCP/IP 803 
or IPX/SPX 805. Exemplary MAC layer interfaces are 
defined by industry standards such as ODI (open data link 
interface) or NDIS (network device interface specification) 
among others. 

0.093 Using a conventional approach to enhance func 
tionality, higher level layers of the protocol Stack Such as the 
TCP/IP803 or the IPX/SPX 805 would be modified creating 
potential incompatibility and duplicity in efforts. Instead, an 
augmenting agent 807 has been added to interface with the 
off-the-shelf protocol Stacks to provide the enhanced fea 
tures of an enterprise network built in accordance with the 
present invention, without requiring modification to the 
off-the-shelf protocol stacks. The augmenting agent 807 is 
placed as an independent application to monitor the interface 
between the driver 801 and the higher layer protocols, e.g. 
TCP/IP 803 and the IPX/SPX 805. 

0094 FIG. 8b is a drawing illustrating an alternate 
implementation of the augmenting agent of FIG. 8a 
wherein, instead of operation as an independent, monitoring 
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application, the augmenting agent operates as a Shim 
between the driver and the higher level protocols. Specifi 
cally, a proprietary or defacto industry standard driver 851 
interfaces with protocols TCP/IP 853 and IPX/SPX 855 via 
the augmenting agent 857. Although the augmenting agent 
may intercept all intended exchanges between the driver 851 
and the protocols 853 and 855, the augmenting agent 857 
need only intercept those exchanges necessary to provide the 
desired enhanced functionality. The driver 851 is unaware of 
the existence of the augmenting agent 857 as are the protocol 
layers 853 and 855. Such is the case in FIG. 8a as well. 

0.095 The functionality described above regarding ARP 
registration is carried out by an augmenting agent. Other 
functionality that might be added through the augmenting 
agent includes, for example: (1) encypherment/encryption; 
(2) device authentication; (3) global network configuration; 
(4) diagnostics Such as loop-back testing, signal strength 
feedback, wireleSS retry counts, network route tracing, net 
work management via SNMP agent functionality; and (5) 
filtering and flooding restrictions. Thus, using the augment 
ing agent, these and other enhanced functions can be added 
transparent to a given proprietary protocol Stack. 

0096 FIG. 9 is a block diagram of a communication 
System illustrating the use of an IP tunnel and a data link 
tunnel to access a roaming terminal in accordance with the 
invention. A network 900 comprises two subnets 902 and 
904. A router 906 connects the Subnets 902 and 904. A 
mobile IP terminal 908a originally contacts the network 900 
through a root access point (AP1) 910 of a wireless network, 
Such as an OWL network. AS shown, the root access point 
910 is a part of the subnet 902. The mobile IP terminal has 
a wired network address respective to the root access point 
910. 

0097. The mobile IP terminal 908a subsequently roams, 
shown as the mobile IP terminal 908b. has moved. The 
mobile IP terminal 908b now contacts the network 900 
through another access point 912 of the OWL network. The 
access point 912 is part of the subnet 904. 

0098. An IP host 914 communicates with the IP terminal 
908 through the root access point 910 by the methods 
described previously in this specification. To access the 
mobile IP terminal 908, the IP host 914 directs data to the 
root access point 910 through the router 906. An IP tunnel 
916 is created between the root access point 910 and another 
access point 918 for the subnet 904. The access point 918 
Serves as a root access point for other wireleSS access points 
in the Subnet 904. 

0099] The access points 918 and 912 are nodes in an 
OWL network. Thus, the root access point 910 may transmit 
OWL packets through the IP tunnel 916 to the mobile IP 
terminal 908. 

0100. In order to facilitate faster access to the mobile IP 
terminal 908 through the access point 912, a data link tunnel 
920 is created between access point 912 and the access point 
918. This data link tunnel enables data to flow from the 
access point 918 to the access point 912, where it is 
forwarded to the mobile IP terminal 908. The data link 
tunnel allows the data to be passed between the access point 
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918 and the access point 912 without the necessity of 
bridging the data onto the subnet 904. Thus, the IP host 914 
can communicate with the mobile IP terminal 908 without 
having to bridge the data onto the subnet 904 after the data 
reaches the access point 918. 
0101) To communicate with the mobile IP terminal 908, 
the IP host 914 sends a packet addressed to the mobile IP 
terminal 908. The IP host 914 forwards the packet to the 
router 906, where the router 906 forwards the packet from 
the IP host 914 to the Subnet 902. 

0102) There, the root access point 910 forwards the data 
packet to the access point 918 via the IP tunnel 916. The 
access point 918 then forwards the packet to access point 
912 via the data link tunnel 920. The data link tunnel enables 
the access point 918 to pass data to the access point without 
bridging the data packet onto the subnet 904. Thereafter, the 
access point 912 directs the data packet to the mobile IP 
terminal 908. 

0103) More specifically, the mobile IP terminal 908 is 
connected to an OWL network, in this case consisting of the 
root access point 910 and the access point 918 that serves as 
a root for the Subnet 904. The Subnet 904 connects the third 
access point 912 to the access point 912 in the OWL 
network. The connection between the access point 918 and 
the access point 912 may be via a wired or wireless 
connection. 

0104. The mobile IP terminal 908b has a wired network 
address relative to the root access point 910. The mobile IP 
terminal 908b wanders from position 908a and connects to 
the the network 900 via the access point 912. Assume that 
the IP host 914 sends a packet of data directed to the mobile 
IP terminal 908b. Initially, the IP host 914 sends an IP packet 
to the root access point 910 via the router 906 using the IP 
address of the IP terminal 908b. Upon receipt, the root 
access point 910 encapsulates the IP packet in an OWL 
packet. The root access point 910 encapsulates the resulting 
OWL packet within another IP packet addressed to the 
access point 918. The IP packet is then sent to the access 
point 918 via the IP tunnel 916. 
0105 The access point 918 de-encapsulates the original 
IP data and re-encapsulates the IP data in an OWL data 
frame. The access point 918 then forwards the re-encapsu 
lated packet to the access point 912 through data link tunnel 
920. The access point 912 de-encapsulates the original IP 
data and forwards it to the mobile IP terminal 908. 

0106) The data link tunnel 920 is established by disabling 
bridging on the access point 918. When bridging is disabled, 
no data is bridged onto the subnet 904. 
0107 FIG. 10 is a drawing illustrating an exemplary 
protocol Stack associated with the acceSS point at the end 
points of the IP tunnel and the data link tunnel illustrated in 
FIG. 9. When a bridging protocol 1010 is disabled, any 
incoming packets of data cannot flow through the bridging 
layer 1010 to a TCP layer 1012 or to an ethernet MAC layer 
1014. 

0108) When the bridging protocol 1010 is disabled, the 
data packets must flow through the MAC-R protocol layer 
1020. The packets then flow to the various MAC-D proto 
cols, such as a MAC-D ethernet layer 1030, a MAC-D radio 
layer 1040, and an IP MAC-D protocol layer 1050. 
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0109) A line 1070 in FIG. 10 illustrate the paths an IP 
data packet destined to the mobile IP terminal 908 can take 
through the protocol stack 1000 in access point 918 when the 
data link tunnel 920 is activated. Line 1070 illustrates the 
path the IP data packet takes when access point 918 connects 
to access point 912 via an ethernet link. In this case, the 
packet enters the protocol stack 1000 through the IPMAC-D 
protocol layer 1050. This corresponds to the data packet 
entering the access point 918 via the IP tunnel 916. The 
MAC-R protocol layer 1020 then processes the data packet. 
Since bridging on the access point 918 has been disabled, the 
data packet need not enter the bridging protocol layer 1010. 
The MAC-R protocol layer 1020 turns the processing of the 
data over to the MAC-D ethernet protocol layer 1030 for 
processing. The MAC-D ethernet protocol layer 1030 then 
formats the data packet for transmission to the access point 
912 via an ethernet physical protocol layer 1060. 
0110 FIG. 11 is a drawing illustrating an exemplary 
protocol Stack associated with the acceSS point at the end 
points of the IP tunnel and the data link tunnel illustrated in 
FIG. 9. A line 1080 illustrates the path of the packet through 
the protocol stack 1000 when access point 912 connects to 
access point 918 via a radio link. As before, the IP data 
packet enters the protocol stack through the IP MAC-D 
protocol layer. The data packet is then processed by the 
MAC-R protocol layer 1020. The data packet is then turned 
over to the MAC-D radio protocol layer for transmission to 
access point 912. 
0111 Note that in both cases, the encapsulated IP packet 
did not cause access point 918 to bridge the data onto the 
subnet 904 during the transfer of the IP packet to the access 
point 912. 
0112 Thus, the access points 912 and 918 serve as logical 
extensions of the Subnet 902. A home Subnet, Such as the 
subnet 902, can be transparently extended into an enterprise 
IP network, such as network 900, by concatenating data link 
tunnels, such as the data link tunnel 920, to an existing IP 
tunnel, such as IP tunnel 916. The data link tunnels prevent 
frames passing through an IP tunnel from one IP subnet to 
another from being bridged onto the Second Subnet. 
0113. In view of the above detailed description of the 
present invention and associated drawings, other modifica 
tions and variations will now become apparent to those 
skilled in the art. It should also be apparent that Such other 
modifications and variations may be effected without depart 
ing from the Spirit and Scope of the present invention as Set 
forth in the claims which follow. 

0114 
0115 Pages 35-308 comprises the following Appendices 
which are hereby incorporated herein by reference in their 
entirety: 

Incorporation by Reference 

APPENDIXA OWL NETWORKARCHITECTURE 
APPENDIXB OPEN WIRELSS LANTHEORY 

OF OPERATION 

APPENDIX C OWL NETWORK FRAME FORMATS Pages 251-264 
APPENDIX D UHF/DIRECT SEOUENCE MAC-D Pages 265-308 

PROTOCOLSPECIFICATION 

Pages 35-61 
Pages 62-250 

0116 
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Overview. 

Norand's open wireless LAN (OWL) architecture is designed to facilitate wireless communications at the 
MAC sub layer of the ISO protocol stack. An OWL radio network can function as a stand-alone LAN or it 
can function as a subnet in an 802 LAN to provide wireless access to wired 802 subnets. An 802 LAN 
may include multiple wired 302 subnets and OWL subnets. Figure i shows an example 802 LAN which 
includes an OWL subnet. The OWL subnet (i.e. subnet 4) includes the OWL radio network (i.e. subnet 
2) and a "secondary" 802.3 subnet (i.e. subnet 3). 

subnet 1 
(802.3) 

subnet 2 
OW radio network 

subnet 3 
(802.3) Subnet 4 -/ 

(OWL) 

figure 1. 

Figure2 shows an example 802 LAN, similar to the LAN in figure 1, with an expanded view of the OWL 
radio network. Subnet is not part of the OWL subnet, however it provides a distribution LAN for the 
OWL subnet. An OWL radio network provides wireless access to the 802 LAN for mobile radio-equipped 
computers (MRCs). An OWL radio network can also provide a wireless transparent bridge between wired 
802 subnets (i.e. an oWL subnet can include a wired 802 subnet). Any node in an 802 LAN, which 
includes an OWL subnet, can communicate with any other node, at the logical link control (LLC) sub layer 
of the data link layer. In figure 2, remote station 1 can communicate with either MRC or remote station 9. 
MRC6 can communicate with MRC 8 or either remote station. 
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renote 
station 

distribution LAN 

Figure 2. 

The IEEE 802.11 committee has defined two basic types of wireless networks - hierarchical and ad hoc. 
Hierarchical networks contain radio-equipped access points which provide a centralized control function 
for a given radio coverage area. All communications pass through the access point. The access point also 
provides access to a wired LAN. A hierarchical network may contain multiple access points which provide 
an extended seamless radio coverage area. Mobile computers can roam from one access point coverage 
area to another. Ad hoc networks facilitate peer-to-peer communications in the absence of a central control 
point. This document is primarily directed toward hierarchical networks. 

The OWL protocol stack is contained in the MAC sub layer of the ISO protocol stack. An OWL. MAC 
(i.e. in a terminal node) provides MAC sub layer services to the LLC sublayer of the ISO data link layer. 
The OWL MAC is subdivided into 4 sub layers: MAC-D, MAC-R, MAC-Q, and MAC-S. 
MAC-D - The MAC-D sub layer is analogous to the data link layer in the ISO protocol stack. The MAC-D 
layer provides data link services to the MAC-R layer. It is responsible for channel access control and the 
reliable transmission of MAC-RPDUs across a single link in the OWL network. The MAC-D sub layer is 
specific to the link type (i.e. radio, ethernet, etc.). 

MAC-R - The MAC-R sub layer is analogous to the network layer in the ISO protocol stack. The MAC-R 
layer provides routing services to the MAC-Qlayer. It is responsible for correctly routing MAC-RPDUs 
through the OWL subnet, which may include multiple hops and circular physical paths. 

MAC-Q-The (optional) MAC-Q sub layer adds reliability to the radio network by retransmitting lost 
PDUs. The MAC-Q layer is responsible for discarding out-of-sequence and duplicate PDUs. The MAC-Q 
sub layer can be implemented as an entity in the MAC-R sub layer. MAC-Q entites exist at entry points to 
the radio network. 
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MAC-S- The (optional) MAC-SSub layer is responsible for providing services for security, compression, 
etc. MAC-Sentities exist at entry points to the OWL radio network. . 

A logical OWL, node is a MAC-R addressable entity in an OWL radio network. An OWL node can be one 
of two types: 1) a terminal node or 2) a relay node. Terminal nodes are endpoints in the network; relay 
nodes forward PDUs at the MAC-R sub layer. Figure 3 shows MAC protocol stacks for both node types. 
The arrows represent the flow of data between MAC sub layers in each node type. (The upper layers in the 
relay stack are used to process PDUs addressed to the relay node.) 

relay 
protocol P 

terminal stack terminal 
protocol protocol 

stack stack 

physical physical 

figure 3. 

A wireless domain access point (WDAP) is an OWL bridge which is used to bridge a radio Subnetto a 
wired 802 subnet. A WDAP contains a bridge protocol stack. Figure 4 shows the MAC protocol stack 
for a WDAP. Note that the bridge protocol stack contains a relay protocol stack. The 802.3 MAC-D Sub 
layer is used to send OWL, PDUs over an 802.3 link that is part of the OWL radio network. The MAC-Q 
and MAC-S sub layers serve as proxy MAC-Q and MAC-Sentities for stations on the 802.3 subnet. The 
MAC-Q and MAC-S sub layers also service PDUs for the local WDAP 802 address. 
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BRIDGNG 
OWLBRIDGE MDAP) 
PROTOCOL STACK 

Figure 5 illustrates how data flows through a bridge protocol stack. The dotted line represents the path a 
PDU takes as it travels from a station on an 802.3 LAN to terminal 2 in an OWL radio network. The 
WDAP "bridges" the PDU from the 802.3 subnetto the radio subnet. The solid line represents the path a 
PDU takes as it travels from terminal 1 in the radio network to terminal 2 in the radio network. Since the 
path is contained in the radio network, the PDU does not have to be bridged. 

radio 
terminal 2 radio 

terminal 1 

figure 5. 
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In general, PDUs are bridged across subnet boundaries; PDUs are routed within the radio network. A 
bridging entity in a WDAP uses a forwarding database to determine if a PDU should be bridged from one 
Subnet to another subnet. A forwarding database contains a list of 802 address associated with each subnet 
to which the WDAP is attached. A MAC-Rentity uses a routing table to determine how a PDU should be 
routed within an OWL subnet 

Network components and definitions. 
802 LAN - a (possibly bridged) local area network which conforms to the IEEE 802 standards. For the 
purpose of this discussion, it is assumed that "802 LAN" refers to a LAN which contains wired 802.3 
(ethernet) subnets and 1 or more OWL subnets. 

802 subnet - a subnet in an 802 LAN which is not an OWL subnet. 

OWL subnet - a subnet in an 802 LAN which includes an OWL radio network and 0 or more 802 subnets. 

OWL Radio Network - An OWL subnet minus its wired subnets (see figure 1). An OWL radio network 
may include wired (i.e. 802.3) communications links. The OWL radio network consists of MAC-R 
addressable nodes and communications paths. 
Mobile Radio-equipped Computer (MRC) - A mobile radio-equipped computer which contains an OWL 
terminal node. 

Wireless Media Access Point (WMAP)- a radio-equipped base station which allows physical access to a 
wireless link in an OWL LAN. A WMAP may be connected to the radio network through a wired link or a 
radio link. A typical OWL radio network has multiple WMAPs with overlapping coverage areas. MRCs 
can roam between coverage areas. Except for possible timing issues, roaming has no effect on protocol 
layers above the MAC sub layer. 
Wireless Domain Access Point (WDAP)- a logical access point to an OWL radio network. There are 
several types of WDAPs which are defined below. A WDAP is typically contained in a WMAP which is 
directly connected to a wired 802 subnet. The WDAP provides a bridge between the radio network and 
the wired subnet. A WDAP has a MAC-S and MAC-Q sub layer since it provides an entry point to the 
radio network. At any given time, one, and only one, WDAP provides access to a distribution LAN for a 
node in the OWL subnet. 

OWL. Node - A MAC-R addressable entity in an OWL radio network. 

OWL. Terminal Node - A MAC-R addressable OWL node which is an end point in an OWL radio 
network. A terminal OWL node is simply referred to as a terminal when the meaning is not ambiguous. 
A terminal has a MAC-S and MAC-Q sub layer since it provides an entry point to the radio network. 

OWL RelayNode - A MAC-R addressable OWL node which is an interior node in an OWL radio 
network. MAC-R frames are routed through OWL. relay nodes. 

OWL. Spanning Tree - An OWL spanning tree consists of a single root node, OWL relay nodes, terminal 
nodes, and edges, whereasingle edge logically connects two nodes for routing purposes. A branch is a 
logical path which contains 1 or more edges and the associated nodes. MAC-R frames are routed along 
branches of a Spanning tree. 

OWL Network spanning Tree - All nodes in a hierarchical OWL subnet are organized into a network 
spanning tree for control purposes. A single network spanning tree constitutes an OWL domain. The root 
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of the network spanning tree contains a primary WDAP. Note that an 802 LAN may be attached to 
multiple OWL network spanning trees (domains). - . 

OWL. Access Spanning Tree - An access spanning tree is a sub tree in a network spanning tree. The root 
of an access spanning contains a distributed or primary WDAP and provides direct access to a 
distribution LAN. 

Net ID - The NetID identifies the set of nodes which belong to a single OWL domain - a network 
spanning tree or an instance of an ad hoc network. A hierarchical bit specifies whether the Net ID is for a 
hierarchical network or an ad hoc network. All nodes in an OWL domain share a common Net ID. 

Super Root - the root of a networkspanning tree. Multiple access points, attached to a distribution LAN, 
can negotiate to determine which node should function as the super root of a network. The super root is 
the node with the highest super root priority. The super root must have direct access to a distribution 
LAN. The super root is the primary WDAP. 

Access Root - the root of an access spanning tree. An access root is a primary or distributed WDAP. 

Distribution LAN - An 802 LAN segment which connects a wired subnet to the OWL. Subnet through the 
primary WDAP and 0 or more distributed WDAPs. 

Distributed Root - the set of nodes which consists of the super root and all access roots. For a single 
OWL node, the distributed root can be viewed as the super root and the distributed WDAP which is 
providing access for the node to the distribution LAN. 

Primary WDAP (WDAPp) - A single primary WDAP serves as the Super root and provides a single 
control point for an OWL subnet. The primary WDAP has direct access to the distribution LAN. The 
primary WDAP "bridges" 802 frames from the distribution LAN to the OWL subnet and from the OWL. 
Subnet to the distribution LAN. 

Distributed WDAP (WDAPd) - A distributed WDAP provides direct physical access to the distribution 
LAN. Distributed WDAPs exist within the domain of the primary WDAP. A distributed WDAP"bridges" 
802 frames from the distribution LAN to the OWL subnet and from the OWL subnet to the distribution 
LAN. 

Secondary WDAP (WDAPs) - An OWL subnet may include remote 802 subnets other than the 
distribution LAN. A single secondary WDAP serves as the designated bridge between the remote wired 
subnet and the OWL subnet. 802 frames are bridged from the remote wired subnet to the radio subnet and 
from the radio subnet to the remote wired subnet through the secondary WDAP. If more than one 
secondary WDAP is attached to the remote LAN, then the AP with WDAP with the highest bridge priority 
is "elected” as the designated bridge. 

Secondary LAN- an 802 subnet in an 802 LAN which is attached to the OWL network through a 
secondary WDAP. 

Access Point (AP)- a primary, distributed, or secondary access point. 

Station - an entity in the 802 LAN which has a unicast 802 address. 

OWL Station - a station in an OWL radio network. 

Remote Station - a station which is not in an OWL radio network (i.e. a station on the distribution LAN or 
a secondary LAN). 
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Node Address - the 48-bit 802 address which uniquely identifies a node in an OWL network. 

Node D - A 16-bit node identifier which can be used to replace the 48-bit node address. In a hierarchical 
network, each OWL node must obtain a node ID from the super root. The concatenated Net ID and node 
ID uniquely identify the node within the radio network. 

Port Address - the 48-bit 302 address or 16-bit address which uniquely identifies a port in an OWL. 
network. A port address can also be used as the node address. 

Port ID - A 16-bit port address, which is used to replace the associated 48-bit port address. In a 
hierarchical network, each OWL node can obtain a network unique port ID from the super root, for each of 
its ports. The concatenated Net ID and port ID uniquely identify the port within the radio network. 

originator - the node which originates a unicast or multicast transmission. 

sink - the target node of a unicast transmission. 

conversation - a series of transmissions which are used to forward a frame from an originator to a sink. 
The frame may be divided into multiple fragments. 

MDPDU - a MAC-D sub layer protocol data unit. 

MRPDU - a MAC-R sub layer protocol data unit. 

MQPDU- a MAC-Q sub layer protocol data unit. 

MSPDU - a MAC-S sub layer protocol data unit. 

MQPDUD - The concatenation of the MQPDUID and 802 source and destination addresses uniquely 
identifies an MQPDU in an OWL radio network. 

inbound-Nodes which are logically closer to the root node of a spanning tree are considered "inbound" 
from nodes which are further from the root. A inbound PDU is any PDU which is traveling toward the 
root 

outbound-Nodes which are logically further from the root node of a spanning tree are considered 
"outbound" from nodes which are closer to the root. An outbound PDU is any PDU which is traveling 
away from the root. An OUTBOUND bit in a MAC-R control field is set ON to indicate that the source of 
a MRPDU is inbound from the destination of the PDU. Note that terminal nodes never set the 
OUTBOUND bit ON. 

OWL. Addressing. 
Each physical port in an OWL network has a unique 48-bit 802 address. An OWL access point (AP) has 
an ethernet port and 1 or more radio ports, each with its own unique 802 address. Each radio port requires 
a unique address, because it is possible for more than one radio port to be active on the same radio channel 
at the same time. The 802 address for one of the ports is also used as the MAC-R node address. A 
terminal node has a single radio port. The 802 radio port address is also used as the terminal's node 
address. A 16-bit radio port ID can be used as a 16-bit port address in lieu of a 48-bit 802 port address, for 
either a terminal or AP. A 16-bit port ID is obtained from an address server in the root node of an OWL. 
LAN. A 16-bit port ID is unique within the domain of an OWL LAN ID. The port address size used Ot 
each port (i.e. 2 or 6 bytes) is dependent on the underlying MAC-D type. The address size is assigned 
when the port is initialized and is fixed for all packets transmitted or received on the port. 
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The l6-bit port ID for one of the AP ports is also used as the node ID. The node ED for a terminal must be 
the same as its l8-bit radio port ID. The l6-bit node ID uniquely identifies a node in the OWL radio 
network. A child's node ID will appear in a pending message list (i.e. in a HELLO packet) when the parent 
AP is storing messages for the child. 

OWL packets carry data and network management information within the OWL radio network. For OWL 
packets, the DDXethernet type is hex. 875C or the SNAP SAP is hex.00COB2875C. OWL packets contain 
a MAC-D and a MAC-Rheader. The destination and source addresses in the MAC-D header are required 
to uniquely identify the hop destination port and source port, respectively. The destination and source 
addresses in the MAC-Rheader identify the end-to-end destination and source nodes, respectively. In 
addition, inbound unicast MAC-RPDUs which are relayed by an AP, contain the node address of the AP. 
When an ethernet frame is bridged into the radio network, the detination and source 802 addresses in the 
ethernet header are copied into the MAC-R destination and source address fields. 

An AP bridges packets across subnet boundaries (i.e. radio network to ethemet) and bridges packets from 
AP ports to internal applications. Since an AP port address may be different than the AP node address, an 
AP must internally "bridge" packets from an AP port to/from higher layer service access points (SAPs) 
contained in the AP. The source 802 address for packets generated by a higher layer SAP is always the AP 
node address. Likewise, the destination 802 address for packets destined for a higher layer SAP in the AP, 
is the AP node address. For example, the 802 address returned in an (i.e. TCP/IP suite) ARP packet is the 
AP node address. IP packets destined to the node address can be received on any AP port (i.e. with a 
different ethernet address) because each port is operating in promiscuous mode. Packets destined to the AP 
node address are forwarded to the higher layer SAP identified in the DDXethernet or LLC header. As a 
Second example, assume that an AP has two 2.4 GHz radio ports, each with a port address which is 
different than the AP node address. A remote RF device can send a packet to the AP node address by 
using the AP port address (i.e. the MAC-D destination address) to relay the packet. The port address 
uniquely identifies one of the radio ports. The remote RF device does not need to know that the MAC-R 
destination exists on the AP that owns the port. Once the packet arrives at the AP, the MAC-R destination 
address is used to determine that the packet belongs to a local SAP. 

MAC-D Sub Layer. 
The MAC-D sub layer controls access to the channel and is responsible for providing reliable transmission 
between any two devices in the radio network. A radio network may include both wired and radio links. 
The MAC-D sub layer is specific to the physical link type. An 802.3 MAC-D sub layer is used on 802.3 
links and a radio MAC-D sub layer is used on radio links. 

MAC-D Sub Layer for radio links. 
The radio MAC-D sub layer provides "acknowledged connectionless" services to the MAC-RSub layer. A 
"connection" is not required to transmit an MRPDU; however, each PDU is acknowledged at the MAC-D 
sub layer and errors are reported to the MAC-R sub layer. For a terminal node, a MAC-D link error 
provides an indication that the terminal has roarned. 

d - at 

An MDPDU is classified as either a control frame or a data frame. Control frames facilitate network access 
and error recovery for unicast conversations. Data frames contain an MRPDU. A common header format 
is used for both control and data francs. 
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MAC-D header format. 

protocol ID 
network ID 
destination node ID 
Source node ID 
control 
reservation 

Control frames. 

Control fame format. 

preamble 
SFD (start frame delimiter) 
<physical layer header) 
MAC-D header 
CRC 

Note that control frames have a fixed length. 

Control frame types. 

A control frame is classified as either a request frame or a response frame. A single bit in the type field 
indicates ifa control frame is a request or a response. 

Control request frame types. 

RTS - an RTS frame is used to reserve the network for a unicast conversation. 

ENO - an ENO frame is used by an originator to determine the status of a previous fragment transmission. 
The sink responds by re-transmitting its last ACK or CLEAR. If the sink node does not have ACK state 
information, it responds to an ENQ by transmitting a REJECT. Note that an ENQ/ACK pair correspond to 
an RTS/CTS pair with respect to channel access. 

ABORT - an ABORT can be used by an originator to abort an active conversation. Note that a . 
conversation can be restarted at any time. 

Control response frame types. 

CTS - a CTS frame is used to acknowledge an RTS frame and grant access to the network. 

ACK- an ACK fame is used to acknowledge the reception of a unicast data frame fragment. The control 
byte in an ACK frame contains the 1-bit sequence number of the next data frame fragment expected. 

CLEAR - a CLEAR frame is used to acknowledge the reception of the last unicast data frame fragment in a 
conversation. A last-in-chain (LIC) bit distinguishes a CLEAR frame from an ACK frame. 
REJECT- a REJECT frame is used by a sink to notify an originator that a unicast conversation has been 
aborted by the sink or that the sink does not have ACK state information for the originator. The originator 
must restart the conversation. 
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Data frames are used to send MAC-R data. The control field in a data frame contains a 1-bit sequence 
number used to facilitate fragmentation and re-assembly of large unicast frames. All broadcast and 
multicast transmissions consist of a single DATA frame. Unicast frames may be broken into multiple 
DATA fragments for transmission. A first-in-chain (FIC) bit is set ON in the first DATA fragment of a 
frame. A last-in-chain (LIC) bit is set ON in the last DATA fragment of a frame. Note that both FIC and 
LIC are set ON in single-fragment frames. An EOD (end-of-data) fragment is a data fragment with the 
LIC bit set ON. Frag ation and re-asse a MA ab layer is transpars 
layer. 

preamble 
SFD 
MAC-D header 
MRPDU fragment 
CRC 

E 

Multicast frames are sent as a single EOD frame. 

Example multicast transmission: 

EOD --> 

Example unicast transmission with no errors: 

RTS --> 
<- CTS 

DATA l --> 
<-- ACKO 

EOD 0 --> 
<- CLEAR 1 

If a sink receives an RTS frame and the channel is reserved, then the sink must withhold the CTS frame. 
The originator must calculate a random back off time and retry later. 
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Example transmission with errors: 

RTS --> 
<-- CTS 

DATA 0-> 
<- ACK I 
{ACK lost} 

<-- ACK l 
DATA 1 --> 

{ DATA lost} 

<- ACK 
DATA l --> 
<-ACK0 

EOD 0-> 
<- CLEAR l 

CLEAR lost} 
ENO-> 
<-- CLEAR l 

Radio Channel Access. 
Channel access in an OWL radio network is complicated by the presence of multiple overlapping radio 
Coverage areas and hidden nodes. A given first radio transceiver is said to be hidden from a second 
transceiver, if the second transceiver is not in range of the first, but transceivers exist which are in range of 
both. In figure 6, the large circles represent the radio coverage area ofnodes A, B, C, and D. C., for 
example, is considered to be hidden from A since it is not in A's coverage area, but a node, B, is in the 
coverage area of both. 

Q-S- 

figure 6. 

The hidden node problem can severely limit bandwidth utilization in a simple carrier sense radio network if 
the percentage of hidden nodes is significant. As an example, assume that node A, in figure 6, is 
transmitting a frame to node B. If, at the same time, C senses the channel it will appear idle, since C can 
not hear A. If C begins transmitting to D, the transmission from A will collide with the transmission from 
Cat B and will likely be lost. (The transmissions from A and C will not collide at D.) 
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The OWL. MAC-D sub layer uses a listen-before-talk (LBT) collision avoidance protocol to reduce the 
number of collisions caused by hidden nodes. Nodes reserve the channel for unicast conversations. The 
reservation in request frames reserves the channel for succeeding data frames. Response frames echo the 
reservation in the previous corresponding request frame. The reservation in a request frame does not have 
to span an entire conversation since the reservation can be extended in succeeding data frames. (Shorter 
reservations reduce dead times when frames are lost.) The reservation in a request frame includes an 
implicit reservation for the required response (including turnaround time). 

The channel reservation technique generally restricts channel access contention to RTS frames. In the 
absence of lost frames, an LBT algorithm is executed only once per MAC-D conversation. An originator 
executes the LBT algorithm and transmits an RTS fame if the channel is free. The originator owns the 
channel for the duration of a conversation as soon as it receives a CTS from the sink. Subsequent DATA 
fragments can be sent without additional channel access logic. If the channel is not free, a random back 
off algorithm, chooses a back off delay as a function of the LBT slot time and the number of retries. An 
LBT slot is defined as a function of the best case and worst case busy-sense time. The best case busy sense 
time is equal to the amount of time from the point at which a node detected the channel idle, before 
transmitting, until another node can detect the transmission in progress. The worst case busy-sense time is 
equal to the time required by the originator to sense the channel idle and sendan RTS frame plus the time 
required by a sink to startsending a CTS fame. Figure 7 shows a time line for a unicast conversation 
between two nodes, A and B. If the originator, A, senses the channel idle at time 0, then the worst-case 
busy sense time is tws 

figure 7. 

Each node in the network must maintain RESERVE TIME and RESERVE NODE channel reservation 
variables and a local clock. The channel is reserved if the RESERVE TIME value is greater than the 
current time. The RESERVE TIME variable is updated if a reservation is received and 1) the channel is 
currently not reserved, or 2) the transmitter of a request frame is the RESERVE NODE node, or 3) the 
destination of a response frame is the RESERVE NODE node, or 4) the reservation field in a unicast frame 
reserves the channel for a time greater than the current RESERVE TIME period. The RESERVE TIME is 
set to 0 whenever a reservation of O is observed and the RESERVE NODE node is the destination of 
response frame. The RESERVE TIME is set to 0 whenever the local node is the target of a unicast 
transmission from the RESERVE NODE. 

The RESERVE NODE is set to the concatenated Net ID and node ID of the node which is reserving the 
channel (i.e. the source node ID and NetID in a request frame or the destination node ID and Net ID in a 
response frame) whenever the RESERVE TIME is updated. 
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The channel is considered busy if it is sensed busy or if it is reserved. If the channel is reserved, the 
random delay, chosen by the random back off algorithm, is added to the reserve time. When the delay time 
expires, the originator repeats the LBT algorithm. 

A basic Service set (BSS) includes a WMAP and its children. In a frequency hopping network, each BSS 
is, for the most part, isolated from its neighbors by channel frequency separation, but BSS frequencies 
may occasionally overlap. Reservations may be missed if BSS frequencies overlap for part of a 
conversation. If a frequency hop time begins with a synchronization frame, then the synchronization frame 
can include an indication that the channel is busy. 

A sleeping node is any node which has not been actively listening to network traffic. A sleeping node may 
missan RTS/CTS sequence. The OWL radio MAC-D protocol uses a busy-pulse technique to support 
sleeping terminals. CTS and ACK frames provide periodic pulses to indicate that the source node is busy. 
A sleeping terminal is required to monitor the channel for a busy-pulse period before accessing the 
channel. If a conversation is in progress, the terminal is guaranteed to hear either the originator or the sink 
within the busy-pulse period. In figure 7, the busy-pulse period is t. The busy-pulse period is well 
defined if the maximum fragment and turn-around times are fixed. The combined OWL reservation and 
busy-pulse protocols provide a channel access solution which is analogous to a busy-tone channel access 
protocol. 

Terminal nodes should limit the total retry time at the MAC-D sub layer, so that roaming can be quickly 
detected, and a new path in the spanning tree quickly re-established. Relay nodes should lower the 
number of retries, due to lost frames, when the sink is a terminal node, since the lost frames may be due to 
roaming. The retry limit should be much higher when both the originator and sink are relay nodes. 

802.3 MAC-D Sub Layer. 

The 802.3 MAC-D sub layer is used to forward MAC-RPDUs across 802.3 links. All 802.3 MAC-D 
frames use a common reserved 802 multicast address and LLCSNAP access point identifier in the 802.3 
and LLC header, respectively. The OWL. MAC-DPDU is contained within the LLCPDU. The 802.3 
MAC-D sub layer is used when two (or more) nodes in the OWL networkspanning tree are physically 
connected by an 802.3 link. Note that the same physical link can function both as a distribution LAN and 
as the physical link associated with a path in the network spanning tree. It is important to understand the 
following distinction. If a WDAP bridges a frame (i.e. from the radio network) onto a distribution LAN, 
then the frame is no longer on a branch in the OWL networkspanning tree, even if the destination 802 
address belongs to a node in the OWL subnet; however, ifa WMAP routes an MRPDU to another WMAP 
then the PDU is forwarded on a branch in the spanning tree, even if the physical link used to forward the 
PDU also serves as the distribution LAN. 

The 802.3 MAC-DPDU fields are shown below. All 802.3 MAC-D transmissions consist of a single data 
PDU. No control frames are defined. An 802.3 MAC-D sub layer does not fragment MAC-RPDUs. 

3. al 

protocol ID 
network ID 
destination node ID 
Source node ID 
control 
reservation 
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aa. e a. 

802.3 header 
LLC header with SNAP access points 
MAC-D header 
MRPDU 
CRC 

MAC-R Sub Layer. 
The MAC-RSub layer is responsible for correctly routing higher layer PDUs through the OWL subnet. 
OWL modes are organized into a networkspanning tree and PDUs are routed along branches of the 
spanning tree. The MAC-RSub layer also provides support for sleeping terminals and distributes network 
node IDs. The MAC-RSub layer provides unacknowledged connectionless services. 

MAC-RProtocol Data Units 

MAC-R Header Format 

control 
destination 802 address 
Source 802 address 
<type specific fields and optional parameters> 

MRPDU types. 

REGISTRATION - A node sends a REGISTRATION request to the super root to obtain an OWL network 
node D, and, optionally, a port ID for each of its physical ports. The registration PDU contains the 802 
node address and, optionally, a list of 802 port addresses. The super root records the 802 addresses and 
returns a nodeID, and a port ID for each port address, in a REGISTRATION response PDU. A 
REGISTRATION request may contain a node alias. The alias is the permanent name of a node in the 
OWL radio network. 

ATTACH - A node sends an ATTACH request to a parent node to attach to the OWL subnet. The 
ATTACH request is forwarded to the distributed root to establish full connectivity in the OWL subnet. 
The distributed root returns an ATTACH response packet to acknowledge the ATTACH request. An 
attach indication (ATTI) bit in the control field of the ATTACH request indicates if the path to the node 
which generated the ATTACH request has changed. The MAC-R entity in a distributed WDAP (i.e. access 
root) sets a DISTRIBUTED bit ON in the control field of an ATTACH request before forwarding the 
request to the super root. The super root records the DISTRIBUTED bit in its routing table and does not 
bridge frames from the distribution LAN to the attaching node if the DISTRIBUTED bit is ON (i.e. 
because the distributed WDAP is responsible for bridge frames to the attaching node). 

HELLO - Each relay node in a hierarchical OWL radio network periodically broadcasts HELLO response 
PDUs to advertise its presence. Pending messages for sleeping terminals and broadcast messages can be 
associated with HELLO PDUs. A node can send a HELLO request PDU to solicit (unscheduled) HELLO 
response PDUs from attached relay nodes. Each HELLO response PDU contains the 802 address of the 
Super root and a super root sequence number. The super root address and sequence number are used to 
uniquely identify an occurrence of an OWL network. In addition, each node in the network can learn the 
802 address of the super root. Optionally, HELLO response PDUs can contain an encrypted security D, 
which uniquely indentifies the OWL domain. HELLO PDUs are ignored if the security ID does not match 
the OWL domain security ID. 
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DATA - DATA request MRPDUs are used to transport higher layer data. 

R-DATA - DATA response MRPDUs are used to reroute undelivered DATA request MRPDUs after a 
route has changed. 

ALERT - A relay node sends an inbound ALERT request when it is unable to deliver a PDU to a child. 
The ALERT request is used to determine if the path to the child is still valid and is optionally used to alert 
the child that it has missed a PDU and should re-attach. 

DETACH - A relay node sends a DETACH response node to delete a path to an outbound node. 

OWL Network Spanning Tree. 

Nodes in an OWL radio network are organized into a networkspanning tree. A primary WDAP serves as 
the (super) root of the spanning tree. PDUs are routed along branches of the spanning tree. Figure 8 shows 
physical devices and links in an example OWL network. Figure 9 shows the same network organized as a 
logical network spanning tree. 

Z - radio link 
- 802.3 link 

802.3 

figure 8. 
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: distribution LAN 

terminal node 

O router node 

The spanning tree eliminates loops in the physical topology. The node labeled "sir", in figure 9, is the super 
root and the node labeled "ar" is an access root. The parallel lines represent the distribution LAN, which is 
not part of the spanning tree. The super root and access root both have access to the distribution LAN; the 
WMAP labeled 4 can not directly access the distribution LAN. WMAP 4 forwards PDUs destined for the 
distribution LAN through the super root (i.e. with an 802.3 MAC-D sub layer). The remote station, labeled 
l, on the distribution LAN is not part of the networkspanning tree; however, the secondary 802 LAN and 
the remote station, labeled 11, can be viewed as part of the spanning tree (as indicated by the dotted edge). 

Building the Spanning Tree. 
Nodes in the radio network are generally categorized as attached or unattached (i.e. to the network 
spanning tree). Initially, only the super root is attached. A single WDAP can be designated to contain the 
root node, or multiple root candidates can negotiate to determine which node assumes the super root status. 
The root and other attached relay nodes broadcast HELLO response PDUs at calculated intervals. The 
HELLO response PDUs enable unattached nodes to learn the optimum path to the super root before 
attaching to the network. The HELLO response PDUs include: 1) the source node ID and 802 address; 2) a 
broadcast destination node ID and 802 address; 3) the "cost" to the super root; 4) a "seed" value used to 
calculate the time of the next HELLO response PDU; 5) a hello displacement time; 6) the priority of the 
Super root node (or root candidate); 7) the 802 address of the super root (or root candidate); 8) a Super root 
sequence number, used to distinguish between multiple occurrences of the network spanning tree with the 
same Super root; and 9) an optional stcurity ID, which uniquely indentifes the OWL domain. 

The HELLO "cost" field indicates the total "distance" to the super root, and is equal to the sum of the costs 
of each hop on the path to the root. (Note that the super root broadcasts HELLO PDUs with the cost field 
set to zero.) The incremental cost of the hop between a node and its parent is primarily a function of the 
physical link type (i.e. ethernet or radio). The cost component is intended to bias path selection toward 
high-speed (i.e. wired) connections. On radio links, spanning tree attachment is biased toward the link 
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with the best signal strength. Signal strength is not a factor in the cumulative path cost. The HELLO 
"displacement" field specifies the displacement of the actual hello time from the calculated hello time or 
indicates that the hello time was unscheduled. A well-known randomization algorithm is used to calculate 
the next hello time. The HELLO "seed" field is used as a seed for the calculation. The "root 802 address" 
and "root sequence" fields are used to define a single instance of the radio network. Attached nodes must 
forget their node ID and return to the unattached state whenever a HELLO response PDU is received with a 
new root 802 address or root sequence number. HELLO response packets can contain other optional 
parameters such as a load indication, a distributed clock or a pending message list. A load indication 
parameter can be used to balance the number of terminal nodes between access points. 

Nodes without a parent in the spanning tree are in an unattached state. In the unattached state, a node 
learns which attached relay node is closest to the Super root by listening to HELLO response PDUs. (If no 
HELLO response PDUs are received, the node can wait (i.e. sleep) and retry later.) After the learning 
period expires an unattached node sends an ATTACH request packet to the attached relay node with the 
lowest cost to the super root. The ATTACH request contains an ATTACHD, which is a sequence 
number that is incremented whenever an ATTACH request is generated. (Nodes without a node ID must 
first send a REGISTRATION request packet to the root to obtain an OWL node ID.) The attached rela 
node forwards the ATTACH request packet to the Super root. The end-to-end ATTACH request functions 

a t 

the Source node. The super root returns the request as an end-to-end ATTACH response PDU. The node 
S 

received to insure that it is fully attached. When the unattached node receives the ATTACH response 
PDU it goes to an attached state and sets internal root port and parent variables. The root port is the 
physical port on which the response PDU arrived and the parent variable contains the node D and 802 
address of the parent node. A chi a wrap he rare OLOGC W K. If 

the newly attached node is a relay node, it calculates its cost to the super root, by adding its root port link 
cost to the HELLO cost of its new parent, and begins to broadcast HELLO response PDUs. 

ATTACH requests are always forwarded to the super root. Inbound ATTACH requests establish a new 
path from the super root to the source node. The super root will convert an ATTACH request to either an 
ATTACH response or to a DETACH response (i.e. if an old path exists). In general, if an ATTACH 
response is at an AP, and a AP exists which is on the old path to the attaching node, but is not on the new 
path, then the AP must convert the ATTACHPDU to an outbound DETACH request PDU and forward it 
on the old path. When the "old parent" AP receives the DETACH request, it will read filter and forward 
sequence numbers from the request and will enter its filter and forward sequence numbers for the source 
node into the request. The old parent will then delete its routing table entry for the node which originated 
the ATTACH request and will return the DETACH request as an inbound DETACH response. The AP 
which originated the DETACH request will convert the DETACH response to an outbound ATTACH 
response and will forward it to the attaching node. The old parent AP can (optionally) re-route any 
undelivered PDUs, destined to the attaching node, as MAC-RR-DATA PDUs. An R-DATA PDU is 
routed inbound until the new outbound branch is reached. If the new branch has been used, the R-DATA 
PDU is discarded (i.e. to avoid out-of-sequence delivery); otherwise, the PDU is routed outbound along the 
new path. 

Unattached terminal nodes can optionally broadcast a global HELLO request PDU with a multicast relay 
node ID and broadcast 802 destination address to solicit unscheduled HELLO response PDUs from 
attached relay nodes. The net effect is that the unattached state can (optionally) be shortened. (Note that 
only attached relay nodes respond to request PDUs.) The HELLO request facility is intended for 
unattached terminals with higher-layer transmit requests in progress. 

Each attached node must transmit an ATTACH request PDU at least once per ATTACHTIMEOUT time 
period to maintain its path in the radio network. An attached node must also transmit an ATTACH request 
PDU to its parent whenever it misses MAX HELLO LOST consecutive scheduled HELLO response 
PDUs from its parent and whenever it receives an alert. An alert can occur in an alert PDU or in an 
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optional alert list in a HELLO response PDU. If a relay node is unable to deliver a PDU to a child node, 
then the relay node adds the node ID of a child node to its alert node list and, optionally, generates an alert 
PDU which is sent down all branches of the spanning tree. 

Each node (except the Super root) should maintain an in-range list which contains the node ID and 802 
address of potential alternate parent nodes. If a child loses its parent (i.e. due to a MAC-D link error) or 
detects a better path, then the child can change its path in the spanning tree by selecting the best candidate 
from the in-range list and attaching to the new parent. Relay nodes must avoid sporadic path changes. If a 
child loses its parent and the in-range list is empty, it must remain in a quiet learning state until a potential 
parent is discovered. 

MAC-R. Routing 

All PDUs are routed along branches of the spanning tree. Relay nodes "learn" the path to outbound nodes 
by monitoring inbound traffic (i.e. traffic directed toward the root). Whenever a relay node receives an 
inbound REGISTRATION or ATTACH request PDU from an outbound node, it creates or updates an 
outbound entry for the source node in its routing table. The entry includes the source node's 802 address 
and the port address of the port which sent the PDU (i.e. the hop address). When a relay node receives a 
PDU from an inbound node the PDU is forwarded to the outbound hop address which is specified in the 
routing entry for the 802 destination. The PDU is discarded if a routing entry does not exist. (Note that an 
AP may also maintain a filtering database which contains entries for inbound nodes and nodes on either the 
distribution LAN or a secondary LAN. The filtering database is used to facilitate bridge layer flooding) 

As an example, the routing table for relay node 4, in figure 9, is shown in figure 10 below. The 
destination field contains the 802 address of a node in the sub tree rooted at 4. The first hop field 
contains the MAC-D (i.e. port) address of the first hop on the path to the destination. (The node labels from 
figure 9 are used in lieu of node and port addresses, in this example.) The child field indicates if the 
destination is a child. The attach D field is used to associate ATTACH and DETACH requests and 
responses. The portfield specifies the physical port used to communicate with the first hop. The type 
field can be RELAY or TERMINAL. The status field is used to mark each entry as BOUND or 
UNBOUND. UNBOUND entries can be used to route outbound REGISTRATION response PDUs. An 
UNBOUND entry becomes BOUND when the AP receives an ATTACH response PDU with a matching 
Attach D. The super root must also mark each entry which specifies apath through a distributed WDAP 
as DISTRIBUTED. The age field indicates the last time the destination was active and is used to "age" 
away old table entries. Assume that relay 4 has received an ATTACH request from node 11 through relay 
9. Relay 4 adds an entry for destination 11 with the first hop set to 9, the age set to 0. 

Destination Type Child First Attach Attach Port Status Age 
Hop Time ID 

TERMINAL No 9 12234 ATTACHED | 0 
5 TERMINAL Yes 5802 21 ATTACHED 2 
9 RELAY Yes 9 907 5 ATTACHED I1 

figure 10. 

PDUs from outbound nodes are forwarded to the next inbound node (i.e. the parent) in the branch of the 
P se O O e is defined by the X O O 

structure of the spanning tree. A PDU travels inbound until a node is reached which has an entry in its 
routing table for the destination 802 address. The PDU is then explicitly routed outbound until it reaches 
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its destination. Thus, communications between any two nodes is accomplished by routing all traffic 
through the nearest common ancestor of both the source and destination node. Ifa PDU reaches a primary 
or distributed WDAP and an entry for the 802 destination does not exist in the routing table of the WDAP, 
then the PDU can not be routed outbound (i.e. a common ancestor does not exist). In this case, the WDAP 
can "bridge" the PDU, as an 802 frame, onto the distribution LAN. Note that a PDU which is bridged onto 
the distribution LAN by a distributed WDAP, will be bridged back into the OWL subnet (i.e. by another 
WDAP) if the 802 destination is in the OWL subnet 

As an example, in figure 9, ifa PDU is sent from terminal 10 to terminal 5 it will be routed as follows: 
Terminal 10 will send the PDU to its parent, WMAP 7. Since WMAP 7 does not have an entry in its 
routing table for terminal 5, it will forward the PDU inbound to its parent, WDAP2. The MAC-Rentity in 
WDAP2 does not have an entry in its routing table, so it will forward the PDU to its bridging entity and 
the PDU will be bridged onto the distribution LAN as an 802 frame. The bridging entity in WDAP3, the 
Super root, , will forward the frame to its MAC-Rentity because it has an entry in its forwarding database, 
which specifies the radio network as the subnet for terminal 5. The MAC-Rentity in WDAP3 has an entry 
in its routing table for terminal 5 and will forward the PDU to the first outbound hop, WDAP 4, over the 
wired link (i.e. with an 802.3 MAC-D sub layer). WDAP 4 will then deliver the PDU to terminal 5. 

As a second example, if remote station ll, in figure 9, sends a PDU to remote station l it will be routed as 
follows: The bridging entity in the secondary WDAP,9, will determine that station 1 is not on its local 
802.3 subnet (i.e. by querying its forwarding database) and will bridge the PDU into the radio network (i.e. 
bypassing the frame to its MAC-Rentity). The MAC-Rentity in WDAP9 will forward the PDU inbound 
to WMAP4, since it does not have an entry for station l in its routing table. WMAP 4 will forward the 
PDU to WDAP3. The MAC-Rentity, in WDAP3, does not have an entry for station 1 and will pass the 
PDU to its bridging entity. The bridging entity will forward the PDU onto the distribution LAN as an 802 
frame addressed to station l. 

Dynamic routing changes and PDU retransmission. 

Paths in the spanning tree change often as terminals roam. PDU transmission errors due to roaming fit into 
one of two possible cases: 1) a terminal node is unable to deliver a PDU to its parent AP, or 2) an AP is 
unable to deliver a PDU to a child terminal. 

In the first case, the terminal can simply select a new parent and re-attach to the network by sending an 
ATTACH request. An attach indication is generated whenever the path to a terminal node changes. The 
MAC-Rentity in a relay node updates its routing table entry for an outbound source node if an inbound 
ATTACH (or REGISTRATION) request PDU is received from the node and the hop source is not the same 
as the first hop in the table entry for the node. The first hop field, in the routing table entry, is overlaid by 
the hop source of the PDU and outbound PDUs are now routed along the new path. (Note that an old 
disconnected path fragment may still exist in the spanning tree after a new path has been established) 
ATTACH requests are always forwarded to the super root. 

An ATTACH PDU may be converted to an outbound DETACH request to deleted an old path fragment. 
The ATTACH ID in a DETACH request is the same as the ID in the associated ATTACHPDU and the 
destination is the 802 address of the attaching node. If a relay node on the old path has a routing table 
entry for the destination, with an ATTACHD that matches the ID in the DETACH request, then the relay 
node will forward the DETACH request outbound and will delete the entry. The DETACH request is 
forwarded outbound until it reaches the relay node which was the old parent of the attaching node. It is 
then converted into a DETACH response and is forwarded inbound until it reaches an AP which is on the 
new path to the attaching node. The AP on the new path will convert the DETACH response to an 
ATTACH response and route the ATTACH response outbound to the attaching node. Note that if the 
ATTACH response is lost, then a DETACH PDU will not be generated on the next ATTACH retry (i.e. 
because the old path was deleted). 
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A relay node may not be able to deliver a DATA PDU to a child, for several reasons: 1) the child may be 
asleep; 2) the channel may be reserved in the child's coverage area; 3) the PDU may be lost due to 
excessive errors; or 4) the child may have selected a new parent (i.e. due to roaming). It is assumed that 
most undelivered PDUs are lost because child nodes roam. If a parent relay node can not deliver a PDU to 
a child node, then (if the routing table entry for the child has not been updated) the parent node will add an 
alert record for the child node to its internal alert list and send an ALERT request to the super root. The 
ALERTPDU contains the ATTACHID from the routing table entry for the child node. When a relay 
node, on the path to the Super root, receives an inbound ALERT request it determines a) if the alert 
ATTACHID matches the ATTACHID in its routing table and b) if the hop source in the ALERT request 
is the same as the first hop field in the routing table entry for the alert destination. If both conditions are 
Satisfied then the relay node will l) optionally add the associated alert record to its internal alert list, 2) 
forward the ALERT request to the next hop on the path to the super root, and 3) optionally forward the 
ALERT request down each of its outbound branches, other than the one on which it arrived. If either 
condition is not satisfied then the relay node will, instead, send an outbound ALERT response on the path 
on which the ALERT request arrived. The ATTACHID in the ALERT response is the same as the ID in 
the ALERT request and the destination is the 802 address of the lost child. If a relay node on the old path 
has a routing table entry for the destination, with an ATTACHD that matches the D in the ALERT 
response, then the relay node will forward the ALERT response outbound and will delete the entry. The 
ALERT response is forwarded until it reaches the relay node which was the old parent of the lost child. 

An ALERT request may reach the super root before the associated child node re-attaches. In this case, the 
ALERT request is simply discarded. 

Outbound ALERT requests are used to quickly notify a lost child that it should re-attach to the network. If 
a relay node receives an outbound ALERT (i.e. from its parent) request, it first checks to see if it has a 
routing table entry for the lost child with a "newer ATTACHID. If it does, then the ALERT request is 
simply discarded. Otherwise, a relay node which receives an outbound ALERT request will forward the 
ALERT request to each child node which is a relay node and will multicast the ALERT request (i.e. with a 
multicast MAC-D destination address) once on each of its radio ports. Each relay node adds the ALERT 
ID in the request to its internal alert list 

Records in a relay node's internal alert list in each relay node are copied into HELLO response PDUs for 
MAX HELLO LOST + 1 scheduled hello times to notify nodes to re-attach, where MAX HELLO LOST 
is the maximum number of HELLO PDUs that can be missed by a child before the child re-attaches. An 
alert record contains a target nodeID, a source node ID, and an ALERTD (which equates to an ATTACH 
ID). The concatenated source node ID and ALERTID are used to uniquely identify each alert occurence. 
A target node can ignore any any duplicate alert record which is received within MAX HELLO LOST+5 
HELLO periods. 

Note that old path fragments are simply aged away if no outbound PDUs are sent along the path fragment. 

A terminal node must set the attach indication (ATTT) bit ON in the MAC-R header of an ATTACH 
request when it first attaches to a new parent. The ATTI bit indicates that the path to the ATTACH request 
source node has changed. The MAC-R entity in the AP which was the previous parent of the source node 
posts an attach indication error to the MAC-Q sub layer when it receives the ATTACH request PDU with 
the ATT bit set ON. The MAC-R sub layer in a terminal node posts an attach indication error to the 
MAC-Q sub layer when it receives the associated ATTACH response with the ATTI bit Set ON. An attach 
indication is a positive indication that a node has just attached to the network and can be used to trigger an 
immediate (re)transmission. The attach indication includes the 802 source address and receive sequence 
number for the source node of the ATTACH request. If the MAC-Q entity is holding any undelivered 
DATAPDUS for the node, it can respond by re-transmitting the undelivered PDUs as R-DATA PDUs. 
The R-DATA PDUs will be discarded if they are duplicates or arrive out-of-sequence. The R-DATA 
PDUs are automatically routed along the new path. 
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The MAC-R layer in a terminal node is responsible for retrying a DATA PDU transmission, if the MAC-D 
layer is unable to deliver the DATA PDU to its parent. The MAC-D layer indicates the success or failure 
of a transmission. Occasionally, the MAC-D entity will not be able to positively determine success or 
failure (i.e. if CLEAR filames are missed in a MAC-D conversation). If the MAC-D layer indicates 
positive failure, then the MAC-R layer can choose a (possibly new) parent, re-attach, and retransmit the 
DATA PDU; otherwise, the MAC-R layer must discard the PDU. The MAC-Q may retransmit the DATA 
PDU as an R-DATA PDU when an attach indication is received (i.e. when an ATTACH response is 
received with the ATTIbit set ON). 

Registration. 

A node is initially in an unregistered state and returns to the unregistered state under certain error 
conditions. Each unregistered node in the network must send a REGISTRATION request to the super root 
before it attaches. The REGISTRATION request is used to obtain a network node ID and is used to 
validate access to the network. The REGISTRATION request is returned by the super root as a 
REGISTRATION response. The node which originated the request is responsible for retrying the request 
until a matching response is received. 

Registration logic is similar to attach logic with some key differeneces. REGISTRATION requests can 
only be sent to the super root when no other inbound PDU for the source node exists in the network. No 
other PDU types may be sent in the unregistered state. A node goes to the registered state when a 
matching registration response is received from its parent 

A node's registration is valid as long as it is actively attached to the network. A node returns to the 
unregistered state if it does not receive an ATTACH response within a MAX ADDRESS LIFETIME time 
period or if it detects that the super root has changed 

Broadcast routing. 

PDUs with broadcast (or multicast) 802 destination addresses are (optionally) routed along all branches of 
the networkspanning tree. Broadcast messages are associated with HELLO response PDUs on radio links. 
A broadcast parameter in a HELLO response PDU indicates that terminals should stay awake for broadcast 
messages which will immediately follow the HELLO PDU. A secondary WDAP forwards broadcast 
messages onto its attached wired subnets. If a broadcast message orginates on the distribution LAN, then 
each primary or distributed WDAP is responsible for bridging it to the OWL subtree for which it is the 
access root. Broadcast messages which originate within an OWL subnet are forwarded on each branch of 
the networkspanning tree, except the branch on which the message arrived. The access root of the sub tree 
in which the broadcast message originated is responsible for bridging the message onto the distribution 
LAN. The message is (optionally) bridged back into the radio network by each other access root. 

As an option, broadcast (or multicast) messages which originate in the radio network are only forwarded to 
the distribution LAN. A broadcast message which originates in the radio network is forwarded inbound 
until it is bridged onto the distribution LAN by a primary or distributed WDAP. The message is not 
relayed back into the radio network by each other primary or distributed WDAP (i.e. as above). To 
facilitate this option, each distributed WDAP must keep a table of inbound entries. An inbound entry is 
defined relative to a WDAP and is any OWL node which is not in the subtree rooted at the WDAP. A 
distributed WDAP adds an entry to its inbound table when it receives a DIST ATTACH packet. A 
DIST ATTACHPDU is generated by the access root, which is responsible for bridging to a node, when 
the node attaches to the network. It is used to notify transparent bridges and other distributed WDAPs that 
the node has roamed. A distributed WDAP will not bridge a broadcast packet from the distribution LAN 
into the radio network if the source address belongs to a node in its inbound table. The primary WDAP 
will not bridge a broadcast packet from the distribution LAN into the radio network if the Source node 
belongs to a node in its route table. 
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Sleeping Terminal Support. 

The MAC-RSub layer provides several facilities to support sleeping terminals. A sleeping node initially 
"synchronizes" on a HELLO response PDU from its parent. The node can calculate the time of the next 
expected HELLO response PDU from its parent and can power-down with an active timer interrupt set to 
wake it just before the next HELLO response PDU is transmitted. The MAC-Rentity in a parent node can 
Store a message for a sleeping node until the node "requests" the message by notifying its parent that it is 
awake. A terminal learns that it must request unsolicited saved messages by examining a pending 
message list in the HELLO response PDU. This implementation enables sleeping terminals to receive 
unsolicited messages and relaxes the timing constraints for transaction oriented messages. ATTACH and 
DATA request PDUs can contain several MAC-R parameters which are used to enable pending messages. 
A "delivery service type" parameter, indicates that a terminal (i.e. which sent the request) is sleeping. An 
"awake time window"parameter is used to specify an awake time period. An "awake time offset" 
parameter is used to specify the start of the awake time window. (The awake time window is effective 
immediately if an awake time offset is not specified.) An "auto awake" delivery service type can be used 
to implicitly set an awake time window each time the parent node receives a message from the sleeping 
terminal. A "maximum stored message count" field specifies the maximum number of HELLO times that 
a message should be stored in the parent relay node. The MAC-R entity in a parent node will store pending 
messages until 1) the message is delivered, or 2) "maximum stored message count" hello times have 
expired. 

Broadcast messages are associated with HELLO PDUs so that sleeping terminals will be awake when the 
broadcast message is transmitted. 
WDAP bridging. 

A WDAP maintains a forwarding database with an entry for each known network node. Each entry 
contains an 802 destination address and an associated subnet identifier. When a PDU annives at the 
bridging entity in a WDAP, the forwarding database is searched to determine the subnet of the 802 
destination. If the destination is found and the destination is on another subnet (i.e. other than the one on 
which the PDU arrived) then the PDU is bridged to the subnet of the destination. If the destination is not 
found, then the action taken by the bridging entity is dependent on the configuration of the WDAP. l) The 
PDU can be forwarded to every subnet except the subnet on which it arrived (i.e. flooding), or 2) the PDU 
can be discarded. 

Typically a primary or distributed WDAP is configured to only forward unicast frames from the 
distribution LAN to the OWL subnet if an entry exists in its MAC-R routing table for the 802 destination. 
This implies that the MAC-R entity must notify the bridging entity that a destination exists in the radio 
subnet, when a MAC-R routing table entry is created, so that the bridging entity can update its forwarding 
database. Likewise, the bridging entity must be notified when a routing table entry is deleted. The 
forwarding database in a distributed WDAP contains entries for each node in its access spanning tree. The 
forwarding database in the primary WDAP contains entries for all nodes in the OWL subnet which are not 
in an access sub tree rooted by a distributed WDAP. 

Flooding options. 

The user can set unicast and/or multicast flooding options for the distribution system and for each 
secondary LAN. Distribution flooding options are configured on the primary WDAP and are distributed in 
REGISTRATION response packets. Therefore, distribution flooding options should be configured for 
each AP with a non-zero root priority. Multicast and/or unicast flooding should be enabled for each 
secondary LAN which requires multicast or unicast flooding, respectively. Therefore, multicast and 
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unicast flooding should be configured on each AP which can be the designated secondary WDAP for a 
Secondary LAN. 

If distribution unicast flooding is set to level i (the default) then unicast frames which originate on the 
distribution LAN are discarded if the destination is unknown. Unicast frames which originate in the radio 
network are forwarded inbound, until the packet arrives at an AP which a) has a route entry for the 
destination or b) is a primary or distributed WDAP. A primary or distributed WDAP will relay an inbound 
unicast frame onto the distribution LAN, if the destination is unknown. 

If distribution unicast flooding is set to level 2, then MAC-R will flood unicast frames, for which the 
destination is unkown, to the distribution LAN and to each secondary LAN which has unicast flooding 
enabled. For example, a unicast frame which originates in the radio network is forwarded to the 
distribution LAN and to each secondary LAN which has unicast flooding enabled. 

If distribution multicast flooding is set to level 1, then multicast frames which originate on the 
distribution LAN are forwarded to secondary LANs which have multicast flooding enabled. Multicast 
frames which originate in the radio network or on a secondary LAN are forwarded to the distribution LAN. 

If distribution multicast flooding is set to level 2 (the default) then multicast frames which originate on the 
distribution LAN are flooded throughout the OWL network. Multicast frames which originate in the radio 
network or on a secondary LAN are forwarded to the distribution LAN. 

If distribution multicast flooding is set to level 3 then all multicast frames are flooded throughout the OWL. 
network. For example, if a multicast frame originates in the radio network then it will be forwarded to the 
distribution LAN and each AP in the OWL network. An AP will broadcast the message on each of its 
radio ports and will relay the message to any attached secondary LAN. 

Frame filters. 

A frame filter can be used to filter multicast frames and/or specified frame types. The user can enter a 
unicast and/or multicast"frame filter expression" for each AP port which is attached to a remote subnet. 
Each received frame and an expression pointer are passed to filtr is enabled. TRUE is returned if the 
frame is enabled; otherwise, FALSE is returned. If the frame is enabled, it will be bridged into the radio 
network; otherwise, it will be discarded. 

Bridging to a remote subnet. 

A remote 802 subnet is bridged to the OWL radio network through a secondary WDAP. The secondary 
WDAP is responsible for attaching the remote subnet and its remote stations to the radio network. Remote 
stations can be attached in two ways: 1) The AP which is the designated bridge for the secondary subnet 
(i.e. the secondary WDAP) can include a remote attach list in its ATTACH request packets. 2) The path to 
a remote station is automatically established whenever the station sends a DATA packet inbound. A 
remote attach request is generated whenever an AP receives an inbound DATA packet from a remote 
station and the source is not in the AP's MAC-R routing table. Data can be piggybacked on a remote attach 
request. A remote attach request is converted to a remote detach request, if the path to remote node 
changes. 

The bridging layer in a secondary WDAP maintains a list of remote stations which exist on the remote 
subnet (i.e. a forwarding database). The WDAP port attached to the remote subnet always operates in 
promiscuous mode. If a frame is received and the destination is not in the port's station list, then the fame 
is forwarded to the MAC-R layer. The MAC-R layer will either forward the frame outbound, if an entry 
for the destination exists in its routing table, or will forward the frame inbound to its parent. 
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A Secondary WDAP negotiation protocol is used to select a single designated bridge, if more than one 
Secondary WDAP is connected to a wired secondary LAN. The designated bridge is solely responsible for 
bridging between its secondary LAN and the radio network. .. 

Optimization considerations. 

If a primary or distributed WDAP has two subnets - a distribution LAN and the OWL subnet - and the 
WDAP is configured to allow flooding onto the distribution LAN and to not allow flooding onto the OWL 
subnet, then each entry in its forwarding database corresponds to an entry in its MAC-R routing table. All 
frames which are passed to the bridging entity from the MAC-R entity (i.e. from the OWL subnet), are 
forwarded to the distribution LAN. Frames will only be forwarded from the distribution LAN to the OWL. 
Subnet if an entry exists in the MAC-R routing table. For any configuration, entries in the forwarding 
database which are associated with the OWL subnet correspond to entries in the MAC-R routing table. A 
shared forwarding database/MAC-R routing table data structure could be used to optimize the learning 
process required for bridging and to avoid two lookups (i.e. a forwarding database lookup and a MAC-R 
routing table lookup) each time a PDU is forwarded from the distribution LAN into the OWL subnet. 

MAC-Q Sub layer. 

The (optional) MAC-Q can be viewed as an end-to-end reliability layer between entry points to the radio 
network. The MAC-Q sub layer is responsible for delivering received PDUs to the next higher layer in the 
order in which the PDUs entered the radio network. The MAC-Q sub layer also retransmits lost MQPDUs, 
and filters any resulting duplicate or out-of-sequence MQPDUs. The MAC-Q sub layer is intended to 
significantly reduce the number of lost PDUs due to "roaming" terminals, without introducing duplicate or 
out-of-sequence PDUs. It does not guarantee that PDUs will never be lost MAC-Q entities exist at entry 
points to the radio network. The MAC-Q entity in an AP provides a proxy MAC-Q layer for nodes in the 
OWL network which are not in the radio network. 

MQPDUs contain a MQPDUID in the MQPDU header. The concatenation of the MQPDUID and 802 
source and destination addresses uniquely identifies an MQPDU in an OWL radio network. The 
MQPDUID is generated by the MAC-Q entity in a WDAP or terminal when a frame first enters the OWL. 
radio network, 

A primary or distributed WDAP maintains an "MQPDU table" with entries for each outbound node. Each 
entry contains the 802 address of an outbound node and an associated forward MQPDUID and filter 
MQPDUID. Forward MQPDUDs are generated to uniquely identify an MQPDU for its lifetime in the 
OWL network. Filter MQPDUIDs are used to detect duplicate and out-of-sequence PDUs. Before a 
primary or distributed WDAP forwards an 802 frame from a wired backbone into the OWL radio network, 
it increments the forward MQPDUID, associated with the destination 802 address, and enters the it into the 
MQPDU header. The MQPDU is then passed to the MAC-R sub layer for transmission. Note that this 
approach assumes that remote stations do not move quickly from subnet to subnet. If a node is physically 

CO O CS 

Terminal nodes maintain an MQPDU table with an entry for each active remote MAC-Q network entry 
point. Each entry contains a filter MQPDUID, a subnet identifier, and an 802 address. Subnet 0 is always 
the radio network and subnet l is the distribution LAN. Other subnet identifiers can be assigned to a 
secondary WDAP. The 802 address is blank for subnets 1 and higher. Note that there can be multiple 
entries for subnet 0, but only entry for each other subnet. A terminal also maintains a single forward 
MQPDUID variable and stores up to one MQPDU for possible retransmission. The value of the forward 
variable is incremented and entered into the MQPDU header whenever a terminal prepares a new PDU for 
transmission. The terminal MAC-Q entity retransmits an MQPDU whenever the MAC-R layer returns a 
transmit error (until a maximum retry count is exceeded). 
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The filter MQPDUID, in an MQPDU table, is the ID of the last MQPDU received from the associated 802 
address. Duplicate MQPDUs are discarded. An MQPDU is accepted by a sink ifi) a retry bit in the MAC 
Q header is set OFF or if2) the MQPDUID in the PDU is not in a "duplicate range" defined by the filter 
MQPDUID in the table. If an MQPDU table filter entry does not exist for an 802 source address, then data 
PDUs from the source should be discarded if the retry bit is set ON. The entries in the MQPDU table must 
be aged so that a filter MQPDUID (and stored MQPDU) is never older than the "roll over" time of an 
MQPDUID. 

An entry in an MQPDU table in a distributed WDAP may be transferred to another primary or distributed 
WDAP if a terminal "roams". If a terminal moves and its new path to the super root is through another 
WDAP, then the forward and filter MQPDUIDs for the terminal must be transferred from the old WDAP to 
the new WDAP. The super root obtains the information (if it exists) from the old WDAP and forwards it to 
the new WDAP. Note that the new WDAP can accept MQPDUs with the retry bit set OFF while waiting 
for an MQPDU table entry to be transferred 

Ideally, each MAC-Q entity in the radio network should be notified when the terminal node associated with 
an entry in its forward list has roamed and re-attached. If a MAC-Q entity holds an undelivered PDU, 
destined for the re-attached terminal, then the PDU can be retransmitted along the new path to the terminal. 
A more practical approach would be to notify each MAC-Q entity which has recently transmitted a PDU to 
the terminal. If it is assumed that most traffic is not contained in the radio network, but rather is directed to 
or from the distribution LAN, then it may be practical to simply notify the MAC-Q entities in primary or 
distributed WDAPs on the oldpath to the terminal 

MAC-S Sub Layer. 

The (optional) MAC-S sub layer provides data compression and security services. 
Network management tools can be used to create security associations between any two stations in an 802 
LAN which contains an owl subnet. MAC-S entities exist in WDAP's. A MAC-Sentity can encipher a 
frame when it enters the radio network if a security association exists between the source and destination 
stations at the entry WDAP. A MAC-Sentity, in an exit WDAP, can correctly decipher a frame as it exits 
the radio network if it contains a corresponding security association. Network management access to a 
MAC-S entity in a distributed WDAP is always through a primary WDAP. The primary WDAP (i.e. the 
super root) "knows" the path to all outbound nodes. A MAC-Sentity in a primary or secondary WDAP 
provides a "proxy" MAC-Slayer for security associations involving remote stations on wired subnets. 

A global security association can be used to consistently encipher and decipher each frame as it, 
respectively, enters and exits the radio network. Global association must be enabled at the MAC-S entity 
in each primary, secondary, and terminal node in the OWL subnet. 

Simple compression (i.e. independent of any security encryption) is enabled by a single compression bit in 
the MAC-S header. 
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Purpose of This Book 
This book describes the open wireless local area network (LAN) by 
Norand and the LAN's wireless infrastructure. This book is function 
oriented; that is, it describes the network, its components, and how it 
operates. User guides and other publications for specific open wireless 
LAN products contain step-by-step design and installation procedures. 
The end of this section lists related publications. 

Intended Audience 
The main audience for this book is the systern administrator respons 
ble for implementing the site's NORAND' open wireless LAN. This 
book is intended for sites with established NORAND systems and for 
sites installing a NORAND system for the first time. 
Anyone considering the purchase or installation of the NORAND open 
wireless LAN will benefit from the information in this book because it 
describes how the open System provides wireless connectivity solu 
tions. This book will help the network hardware installer because it 
shows how NORAND open wireless LAN products connect to Ethernet 
media 

organization 
This book has the following sections and appendixes. The appendixes 
contain supplemental information about the open system. 

Open Wireless LAN Theory of Operation xiii 

Feb. 3, 2005 
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Section 1, "Nefwork Terminology' 1 . . 
Section l defines some network terms. 

Section 2, 1The Wireless Infrastructure” 
Section 2 provides an overview of the NORAND open wireless LAN's 
wireless infrastructure by describing how the infrastructure is the 
mechanism for data transfer between the Ethernet medium and wire 
less end-user stations. 

Section 3 Wireless Infrastructure operation” 
Section 3 describes how the wireless infrastructure configures itself 
and operates through its network spanning tree. The section also cov 
ers related operations such as frame forwarding, flooding, filtering, and 
roarning. 

Section 4, 1Nehwork Configurations” 
Section 4 shows examples of network configurations with open wire 
less LAN network devices 

Section 5, 1Nefwork Connectivity” 
Wireless network interface cards (NICs) and PENKEY computers : 
by Norand provide a range of network connectivity solutions. Section 5 
describes these network products and the solutions they provide. 
Section 6, 1-hosf Connectivity 
Section 6 provides an overview of NORAND hostconnectivity devices 
and terminal emulation stations. It also describes the terminal emula 
tion protocol stack. 

Section Z, 1 Wireless Access Points' 
Section 7 covers wireless access points and the solutions they provide. 

Feb. 3, 2005 
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Section 8, 1Trasfalafion 7 
Section 8 provides useful overviews of design and installation strate 
gies for the open wireless LAN. This section also shows how wireless 
infrastructure and host connectivity devices connect to Ethernet 
media. 

Section 9, 1system. Management 
Section 9 covers these system software management tasks: configur 
ing system software through local and remote sessions, downloading 
the latest version of system software, and querying devices for status 
information through Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). 

Appendix A, 1 Radio options” 
Appendix A describes radio options for the wireless infrastructure and 
includes radio specifications, international frequencies, and data rates. 

Appendix B, "Recommended Network 
Products/7 
Appendix Blists network communication products Norand recom 
mends for use with the open system. 

Appendix C, 1'OD and NDIS Driver 
Configurations” 
Appendix Chas examples of Open Data-Link Interface (ODI) and Net 
work Device Interface Specification (NDIS) driver configurations for 
the PENKEY 6100 Computer. 

Appendix D, 1677 o Access Point 
Specificaffons” 
Appendix D covers electrical, mechanical, and physical specifications 
for the NORAND 670 Access Point 

Appendix E, 1Hosf Connectivity Device 
Specifications' 
Appendix Ecovers electrical, mechanical, and physical specifications 
for the NORANDRC4030E Gateway and 6950 Enterprise Gateway Ser 
Ver. 
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Relafed NoRAND Publications 

For more information about specific NORAND open wireless LAN 
products, refer to the following publications. Numbers in parentheses 
indicate the Norand part number (NPN) of the publication. 

P NOTE: We welcome your comments about this Open Wireless LAN Theory of Opera 
tion and our other publications. Please write your commens on the Reader's 
Comments card induded with the publication and then drop the card in the mail. 

Access Poiraf User Guide 

6770 Access Point Users Guide (NPN: 961-047-087) 
The user guide for the 6710Access Point describes how to install, con 
figure, and troubleshoot the access point 

PEN KEY computer User Guides 
PENKEY computer user guides describe how to setup, operate, and 
maintain PENKEY computers. Specific user guides are: 

PENKEY 6100 Computer Users Guide (NPN: 967–028-085) 
PENKEY6400 computer Users Guide (NPN: 961-028-093) 
PENKEY 660g computer Users Guide/NPN: 961-028-084) 
PEN KEY Computer Programmer Guides 
PENKEY computer programmer guides contain information about 
windows applications, power management, system and device support, 
and system messages for PEN KEY computers. Programmer guides 
also cover toolkits. Specific programmer guides are: 

PENKEYModel 6100 Computer Programmer’s Reference Guide 
(NPN: 977-054-001) 
PENKEYModel 6200/6300 Computer Programmers Reference Guide 
(NPN: 977-054-003) 
PENKEYModel 6600 Computer Programmers Reference Guide 
(NPN: 977-054-002) 
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Hosf Connectivity Device User Guides 
6970 infegrafed Gafeway/Access Point User’s Guide 
(NPN: 961-047-095) 
The 6910 Integrated Gateway/Access Point combines the host func 
tionality of the RC4030E Gateway and access point functionality of the 
6710 Access Point. The user guide describes how to install, configure, 
and troubleshoot the gateway/access point. 

6950 Enterprise Galeway Server Users Guide (NPN: 961-047-097) 
The user guide for the 6950 Enterprise Gateway Server describes how 
to installand configure the gateway server. -- 
RC403OE Galeway Users Guide (NPN: 961-047-087 
The user guide for the RC4030E Gateway describes how to install, con 
figure, and troubleshoot the gateway. 

Wireless Network Access Server Users Guide (NPN: 961-057-006) 
This user guide describes how to configure the Wireless Network 
Access Server software, which runs on a host platform. 
Terminal Engulation Stalion User Guides 
Terminal emulation station user guides describe how to setup, oper 
ate, and maintain radio terminals in each series of terminal. Specific 
user guides are: 

7700 Series User’s Guide (NPN: 961-047-069) 
PENKEY 6400 Users Guide (NPN: 961-028-093) 
RT17OO Radio terminal Users Guide (NPN: 961-047-068) 
RTS980 Radio Terminal User3 Guide (NPN: 967-O47-092) 
Development Kiir Maravas 

P NOTE: See also PENKEY Computer Programmer Guides. 
Application Developer's Kii Reference Manual Volume A 
(NPN: 977-057-004) and Volume B (NPN: 977-057-005) 
These two volumes cover the commands programmers can use to 
write various applications for NORAND terminal emulation stations. 

Open Wireless LANTheory of Operation xvii 
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Terminal Emulation Programmer Guides 
3270 feminal Emulation Programmer's Reference Guide 
INPN: 977-047-040) 
This guide describes how terminal emulation stations emulate IBM 
3278 Model 2 terminal operation through the 3270 data stream. This 
guide also covers asynchronous controller commands, and terminal 
emulation station commands and orders. 

5250 feminal Emulation Programmers Reference Guide 
(NPN: 977-047-039) 
This guide describes how terminal emulation stations emulate IBM 
5291. DisplayStation operation through the 5250 data stream. This 
guide also covers 5250 display data stream commands. 

Native leminal Emulation Asynchronous Programmer’s Reference 
Guide (NPN: 977-047-038 
This guide describes components in the radio network using asynchro 
nous NORAND Native communications. This guide also contains com 
mands and orders terminal emulation stations can accept from a host 

VT220/ANSlerminal Emulation Programmers Reference Guide 
(NPN: 977-047-037 . 
This guide describes how terminal emulation stations emulate WT220 
terminal operation. This guide also describes W220 received codes, 
transmitted codes, and character sets. 

Sysferra Management Publications 
NORAND Management Information Base Reference Manual 
(NPN: 977-057-002) : 
This manual describes the private NORAND Management Information 
Base (MIB) for the 6710 Access Point, RC4030E Gateway, and 6910 
Integrated Gateway/Access Point 

NORAND Open Wireless LAN with HP OpenView for Windows Users 
Guide (NPN: 967-057-009) . 
This guide describes how to install and use the OpenView for Windows 
network management platform by Hewlett-Packard (HP). 

Y Open Wireless LAN Theory of Operation 
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OWLView for HP OpenView for Windows User’s Guide 
(NPN: 967-057-070) 
This guide describes how to install and use the OWLView for HP 
OpenView for Windows network management platform. 

Related Standards 
Related standards include ANSI/IEEE standards and Request For 
Comments (RFC) documents. 

ANSI/IEEE Sfc. 802.3 (ISO/IEC 88O2-3 
The Local and Metropolitan Area Network standard specifies the 
media access control characteristics for the Carrier Sense Multiple 
Access with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) access method. The 
standard also specifies the media, Medium Attachment Unit (MAU), 
and physical layer repeater unit for 10 MB/s baseband and broadband 
systems. Specifications for 10BASE2, 10BASE5, and 10BASE-T are included. 

ANSI/IEEE Std ao2.7 IDRAFT, 
This draftstandard specifies the rules of interoperability for wireless 
network components. The 802.11 standard was still in development 
when this book was printed. The standard is scheduled for completion 
in 1996 and submission to ANSI in 1997. 

RFC 55 

RFC1155 provides the common definitions for the structure and ident 
fication of management information for Transmission Control Proto 
col/Internet Protocol-based (TCP/IP) internets. 
RFC 57 

RFC1157 defines a simple protocol (SNMP) by which management 
information for a network element may be inspected or altered by log 

w ically remote users. 

RFC 2 3 

RFC1213 describes the management information base (MIB) for net 
work management of TCP/IP-based internets (MIB-II). 

Open Wireless LANTheory of Operation ww 
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Customer Support 
The goal of Norand Corporation is 100 percent customer satisfaction. 
If you need assistance with the open wireless LAN, contact Norand 
through the Customer Response Center. 
In the United States, call: 800-221-9236 or 319-369-3533 
In Canada, call: 800-633-649 
FAX: . 319-369-3453 

r (ATIN: Customer Response Center) 
Mailing address: Norand Corporation 

ATTN: Customer Response Center 
550 Second Street SE 
Cedar Rapids, IA 5240l. 
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Section 1 

Network Terminology 

Access Point 
Access points provide the following functions: 

> A wired briage is an access point that attaches to the network 
through an Ethernet link and has bridging enabled (through 
access point configuration menus). A wired bridge converts 
wireless LAN frames to Ethernetfarnes, and Ethernet frames to 
wireless LAN frames. A wired bridge also forwards wireless 
LAN frames to wireless LAN nodes. 

Adesignated bridge is an access point that bridges frames to and 
from a secondary Ethernet LAN or secondary Proxim LAN. A 
designated bridge or a secondary Ethernet LAN attaches to 
the network through a radio port 

D. A wired access point is an access point that attaches to the net 
work through an Ethernet link and has bridging disabled 
(through access point configuration menus). 

D. A wireless access point is an access point that attaches to the net 
work through a radio port. A wireless access point provides a 
wireless store-and-forward operation with franes transmitted 
over the wireless media to reach their destination. Note that a 
wireless access pointforwards frames; a wired bridge forwards 
and bridges frames. 

Nore Section 3, wireless infrastructure operation, contains defailed examples of 
each type of access point. 
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Backbone - - 

A backbone is a main cable running vertically or horizontally in a build 
ing to provide wired connectivity to different areas in the building. 
Lower tiers of subnetworks attach to the backbone through bridges, 
routers, or other internetwork devices. A backbone is not designed for 
direct system access. Examples of backbone media include Fiber Dis 
tributed Data Interface (FDDD and Token Ring. 

Bridging 
In this document, bridging refers to the translational bridging process 
of converting open wireless LAN frames to Ethernet frames, and 
Ethernet frames to open wireless LAN frames. 

Direct Sequence 
- Direct sequence is a spread spectrum technique by which the trans 

mitted signal is spread over a wide frequency range. In a direct 
sequence system, the bandwidth is large relative to the data rate. 

Disfriuliora LAN 
The distribution LAN is the Ethernet segment to which the access 
point super root connects. Distribution LAN is also called primary 
LAN. 

Eferre 
In this book, Ethernet is a general term indicating both 802.3 and DIX 
Ethernet (also called Ethernet2.0). 

Forwarding 
Aframe is forwarded by sending it to the next hop on the path to the 
final destination. All access points (including wireless access points) 
forward frames. 

Frequency Hopping 
Frequency hopping is a spread spectrum technique by which the band 
is divided into a number of channels and the transmissions hop from 
channel to channel is in a specified sequence. 
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Infrastructure ... 

The infrastructure is the permanently-installed elements of the open 
wireless LAN. It provides coverage and connectivity between wireless 
devices throughout the service area. 

LAN (Local Area Nefwork) 
A LAN is a group of network devices in which each device can commu 
nicate through a wired or wirelesslink. The wired link may be com 
posed of several segments joined by repeaters and bridges. The LAN 
is characterized by the relatively short distance it is designed to cover, 
a high speed of operation, and relatively low error rates. The geo 
graphic scope of LANs is limited to thousands of feet or closely-spaced 
building complexes. 

Media Access Confro (MAC) Sublayer 
The MAC sublayer is the lower portion of the Data Link layer of the 
Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model Norand has divided the 
MAC sublayer into MACR and MACD. 

Open System . 
An open system comprises protocols and components that meetstan 
dards set by industry-accepted governing bodies. The standards 
ensure that when new protocols and components are introduced into 
an existing system, the protocols and components will meet the stan 
dards and be able to communicate with the existing system. The OSI 
model is the basis for a system to communicate with any other system. 
The model is aframework of standards Norand uses to create protocol 
Stacks and applications for their network products. 

Primary LAN 
The primary LAN is the Ethernet segment to which the access point 
super root connects. Primary LAN is also called distribution LAN. 
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Radio Nehwork 
The radio network consists of radio-enabled network devices and com 
munication paths. It is a group of fixed-end devices and wireless sta 
tions in which each can communicate with at least one other device 
through either a radio or wired Ethernet link. Secondary Ethernet 
LANs are part of the radio network; the distribution LAN is not part of 
the radio network 

Secondary Ethermer LAN 
A secondary Ethernet LAN is an Ethernet segment that connects to the 
distribution LAN through a wireless link. A single access point func 
tions as the designated bridge for the secondary LAN. 

Secondary Proxim LAN 
. The radio coverage area of the Proxim 2.4 GHz radio option is a second 
ary Proxim LAN. The designated bridge for the secondary Proxim 
LAN is the access point with the radio. 
Segment 
In LANs, a segmentis a length of cable from termination to termination. 
For example, a 10BASE2 cable segment is the length of cable between 
the 50-Ohm terminators that attach to each end of the cable. For 
proper network communications, cable segments must meet ANSI/ . 
IEEE standard specifications. 

Subner 
A subnet is a subset of a network that shares a network address with 
other subnets but is distinguished by a unique subnet number. 
Super Roof 
The super root is a wired bridge that operates as the central control 
point for network-wide parameters, network registration, and other 
operations. The super root connects to the distribution LAN through 
an Ethernet link, and is the root node in the open wireless LAN 
spanning tree 
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Terminal Emulation 
Terminal emulation enables a wireless station to communicate with a 
host system that is set up to communicate only with a Specific type of 
terminal (such as used for the 3270 and 5250 data streams). Terminal 
emulation causes the terminal emulation station to operate almost 
exactly as the type of terminal the host is programmed to expect. 

Terminal Emulation stations 
Terminal emulation stations are PEN KEY 6400 Computers and radio 
terminals set up for 3270, 5250, NORAND' Native, or VT220 terminal 
emulation. Radio terminals include models in the RT100, RT1700, 
and RT5900 Series. 

Wireless Nefwork Inferface Card (NIC) 
A wireless NIC is a connectivity device with an internal antenna or with 
an attached antenna unit. 

Wireless Sfortions 
Wireless stations is an inclusive term that refers to the following: 

D. PC-compatible computing stations equipped with Type III, Type 
II, mini-ISA, or ISANICs. PC-compatible computers are 
PENKEY 6100,6400, and 6600 Computers by Norand, and 
third-party laptop, notebook, and desktop computers. 

- NORAND terminal emulation stations equipped with internal 
radios or field-replaceable radio modules. Terminal emulation 
stations are PEN KEY 6400 Computers and radio terminal mod 
els in the RT1100, RT1700, and RT5900 Series. 
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Section 2 
The Wireless Infrastructure 

Abou This Section 

The open wireless LAN is a general purpose wireless infrastructure 
that conforms to the OSI model. This section provides an overview of 
the wireless infrastructure, its main components, and data flow 
through its protocol stack. 

Whaf is the Wireless 
infrastructure? 

The wireless infrastructure provides data transfer between the wired 
physical medium and wireless computing stations, and may provide 
a wireless link between wired Ethernet segments. Because the 
infrastructure operates at the MAC sublayer of the OSIDataLink 
layer, the infrastructure is transparent to most industry-standard com 
munication protocols, and Supports arbitrary protocol stacks above the 
MAC sublayer. The resultiswireless connectivity support for applica 
tions such as transaction-oriented client-server computing and file 
transfers. 

In addition to providing wireless connectivity to computing stations, 
the wireless infrastructure supports portable operation within the wire 
less environment. This support includes power conservation forbat 
tery-operated devices and seamless roaming of wireless stations 
between access point coverage areas. 
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Benefits 
Following is a summary of wireless infrastructure benefits, 
Best path frame forwarding 
Media (radio) independence 
MAC-layer bridging 
Protocol independence 
Management through SNMP 
Management through RS-232 serial diagnostic port or remote TELNET 
session to view and change the system configuration 
Electronic software distribution through Trivial File Transport Protocol 
(TFTP) over the network backbone 
Security 
Automatic or manual network configuration (redundancy) through a 
spanning tree 
Power management for battery operated stations 
Unicast and multicast flooding andfiltering options 
Roaming 
Wireless access points 
Wireless point-to-point and multidrop bridging 
Service for NORAND' gateways and terminal emulation stations 
Direct connection to IOBASE2, IOBASE5, or IOBASE-T Ethernet 

Components 
The wireless infrastructure consists of access points wired to a physi 
cal medium (in most cases Ethernet), wireless access points (optional), 
and a family of wireless NICs that conform to PC card and ISA bus 
standards. 

Wireless NICs install into these PC-compatible computing stations: 
- Portable, hand-held PEN KEY computers by Norand. 
- Third-party computers equipped with a PC card slot or ISAbus 

slot. Computers equipped with these slots include portable note 
books and laptops, and desktop stations. 

Feb. 3, 2005 
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Section 5, "Network Connectivity," describes the NICs and PC-compat. 
ible computers for the open wireless LAN. - 
Norand also offers high-performance network gateways and terminal 
emulation stations, which interconnect with WT220, 5250, 3270, and 
NORAND Native host applications. Emulation products use the servi 
ces of the wireless infrastructure, which lets multiple terminal emula 
tion applications and standard applications share a common infrastruc 
ture. Section 6, "Host Connectivity," describes host connectivity . 
solutions, NORAND terminal emulation stations, and the terminal 
emulation protocol stack. 
Integrated support for wireless communications is a feature of many 
wireless computing stations. Integration provides improved rugged 
ness and low profile antennas. These products provide the same open 
systems device driver support as the general purpose wireless NICs. 
Efhernef Physical Medium 
You can installa separate segment of the Ethernet physical medium 
for the open wireless LAN to specifically support the installation. Or, 
you can connect access points to the site's existing Ethernet medium 
to provide a transparent extension to an enterprise network. Section 8. 
"Installation," shows how NORAND access points and gateways con 
nect to 10BASE2, 10BASE-T and 10BASE5 Ethernet media. 
The wired LAN can comprise several cable segmentsjoined by repeat 
ers and off-the-shelf transparent bridges. Usually, the LAN is in one 
building or several buildings near each other at the same site. Section 
4, "Network Configurations, shows examples of network configura 
tions with LANs in the same building, and in separate buildings con- . 
nected by a wirelesslink. Section 8 contains general information about 
Ethernet segments, repeaters, and off-the-shelf bridges. 
Multiple Ethernet LANs can connect to the enterprise network 
through routers Section 8 contains general information about routers. 
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-ms---an-a-mm 

Access Poinf 

The access point is the core of the wireless infrastructure. Figure 2-1 
shows current designs of the NORAND 6710 Access Point Informa 
tion in this book applies to both designs. 

Figure 2-1 
670 Aceess Pofals 

The access point operates as a protocol-independent bridge by provid 
ing transparent, wireless communications for the enterprise LAN. In 
general, the access pointforwards frames from any network node to 
any other network node on the path through the access point. For 
example, the access point does the following: 

Forwards frames generated by a wireless station and destined 
for a host or server on the wired LAN. 

- Forwards frames appearing on the wired LAN and destined for a 
wireless station within the access points coverage area. 

- Forwards frames generated by a wireless station and destined 
for another wireless station within the same basic service area. 
Forwards frames between wired Ethernet segments 
across a radio link or links. 
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SECON 2 . The Wir infrastructure 

Media Independence 
The access point accepts a variety of field-replaceable, modular radios 
through two Type II or Type III PC card-compatible slots for the instal 
lation of wireless NICs (Figure 2-2). 

245 Series 

Figure 2-2 
Wireless NC Sofs 

The NICs enable you to adapt the system to provide different data 
throughput and coverage tradeoffs depending on required usage. See 
Appendix A, "Radio Options, for wireless NIC options and specifica 
tions. 

D NOTE: The occess point does not support arbitrary PC Cards. Specific PC card software 
drivers are required. 

Media independence allows you to replace a wireless NIC. Because 
you can separate the radio from the access point, you do not need to 
replace the entire installed wireless infrastructure if your network 
requirements change. You can either upgrade an existing solution or 
add additional functionality. 
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Media independence lets you take full advantage of your wireless 
investment by providing a cost-effective migration path to future wire 
less networking technologies. Media independence also provides flexi 
bility to support new technology and emerging industry standards 
(such as 802.11) or alternative defacto standards. 
System software loaded in the access point detects the type of radio 
option installed in the NICslot. When you configure the access point, 
the software automatically displays the parameters that match the radio 
option. If you installa different radio option in the slot, you do not 
need to load radio-specific system software into the access point 

Radio operation 
900 MHz and synthesized UHF radio options are manufactured by 
Norand. The 900 MHz radio can operate in the United States, Can 
ada, Australia, and South American countries that allow 900 
MHz operations. 

The UHF radio can operate in licensed or unlicensed frequency bands 
throughout the world, subject to national regulations. See Appen 
dix A for country-specificfrequencies and data rates. 
The 2.4 GHz radio option is a member of the RangeLAN2 family of 
wireless NICs by Proxim, Inc. The Proxim2.4 GHz radio can operate 
in areas that allow use of spread spectrum wireless communications at 
2.4 GHz, including Australia and countries in North and South Amer 
ica, Europe, and Asia. In many countries operation without a site 
license is permitted. Consulta Norand Sales Representative, your local 
distributor, or a national regulatory agency for details. 

Access Poiraf Profoco Sforck 

The access point operates at the MAC sublayer of the Data Link layer 
of the OSI protocol model. The MAC sublayer provides services to the 
Logical Link Control (LLC) sublayer of the Data Link layer. By operat 
ing at the MAC sublayer, the access point operates transparently to 
protocols above the MAC sublayer. 
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Basic Bridge operation 
A bridge is a device that interconnects LANs. Bridges receive frames 
sent on each attached network and selectively forward frames between 
LANs, and use Data Link layer addresses to determine whether to for 
ward each frame. Because bridges operate at the Data Link layer they 
are not required to examine information from the upper layers, which 
means they can forward traffic from any network layer protocol. 

OSI AMode and Access Point Profocol Stack 
Figure 2-3 shows the OSI model and access point protocol stack. 

Figure 23 
OSI AModel and Access Point Profoco Slack 

Norand divides the MAC sublayer into two functional layers called 
MACD and MACR 
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- MACD is the link protocol, and is responsible for channel access 
and error free transmission of frames between wireless stations 
or access points (or both). MACD is media specific and is opti 
mized for the underlying physical medium (wireless radio or 
wired Ethernet). 

D MACR is media independent. It provides facilities for coordina 
tion of the infrastructure, roaming of wireless stations between 
access point coverage areas, and power management to extend 
the battery life of portable stations. 

Figure 24 shows the access point protocol stack and communication 
d protocol stacks above the MAC sublayer. The protocol stack above the 

Bridging layer provides access point management and configuration. 

OpenWireless AN 
Ethernet 
MACO 

Figure 24 
Access Pointf Profoco Saek 
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f Dafa, Flow 
Figure 2-5 shows data flow through the access point protocol stack for 
stations with the 900 MHz, UHF, or Proxim 2.4 GHz radio option. 

Figure 2-5 
Dafa, Flow Through Access Poinf Profoco Sfock 

Dashed lines in Figure 2-5 represent the path a frame takes as it travels 
from a wired station on an Ethernet LAN to a wireless station. The 
access point bridges the frame from the Ethernet LAN to the radio net- - 
work. (In this document, bridging is the translational bridging process 
of converting open wireless LAN frames to Ethernet frames, and 
Ethernet frames to open wireless LAN frames.) 
Solid lines in Figure 2-5 represent the path a frame takes as it travels 
from wireless station #1 in the radio network to wireless station #2. 
Because the path is within the radio network, the access point does not 
bridge the frame. 
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Profocos 

The wireless infrastructure supports a range of industry-standard.com 
munication, management, and configuration protocols, including 
TCP/IP NetWare (IPX/SPX), DECnet, and NetBIOS. You can use the 
standard protocols to transport information from clients (nodes) on the 
network. This capability does not require knowledge of proprietary 
tools, application program interfaces, and libraries. 

Communication Profocos 
The access point is protocol-independent. It uses MAC sublayer 
addresses to bridge or forward (or bridge and forward) frames 
between stations. 

AManagement and configuration Profocols 
The wireless infrastructure provides management and configuration 
through a command interpreter and SNMP You can access the com 
mand interpreter through a remote TCP/IPTELNET session or locally 
through the access point's RS-232 serial diagnostic port for out-of-band 
management 

SNMP is the most common industry-standard protocol for managing 
devices on an IP-based network. The resident SNMP agent for 
NORAND access points and gateways complies with MIB-Istandards 
for information exchange in TCP/IP environments. SNMP-based com 
mands from remote sites are also possible. 
TCP/IP is the suite of transport and application protocols that run over 
IP. The access point and gateway contain an embedded TCP/IP 
stack. After you assign IP and subnet mask addresses to an access 
point or a gateway through its configuration menus, you can configure 
it through a local or remote TELNET session. 
You can also update the access point with the latest version of system 
software through TFTP over the network backbone. Section 9, "Sys 
tem Management."provides more information about TFTP TELNET, 
and SNMP 
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Wireless Infrastructure Operation 

Abouf This Section 

This section describes how the wireless infrastructure configures itself 
and operates through a spanning tree. This section also covers related 
operations including frame forwarding, flooding, filtering, and roam 
Ing. 

The open wireless LAN by Norand provides extensive system capabili 
ties to resolve unique issues with wireless communications. Because 
of operational differences among radio options, not all features will 
provide all of the capabilities discussed in this section. Differences 
are discussed in the appropriate paragraphs in this section. 
The open wireless LAN architecture is flexible, allowing new capabil 
ties to be introduced as new wireless media become available. 

Wireless Communication issues 
The open wireless LAN resolves a range of unique issues associated 
with wireless communications, including the following: 

- Installation issues and wiring costs 
Radio technology tradeoffs and evolution 

bo Portable, battery operated wireless stations 
Wired and wireless stations coexisting on the same backbone 

Os Dynamic radio coverage 

Feb. 3, 2005 
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Insfallation issues and Wiring costs 
A separate segment of the Ethernet physical medium can be installed 
to specifically support the open wireless LAN installation. Access 
points and NORAND gateways can also connect to the site's existing 
Ethernet medium to provide a transparent extension to an enterprise 
network. 
Access points and gateways are designed to physically connect to 
10BASE-T 10BASE2, and 10BASE5 Ethernet. An access point with the 
900 MHz or UHF radio option can operate as a wireless access point, 
which does not require connection to the Ethernet medium. 

Radio Technology Tradeoffs and Evolution 
A major issue in radio technology decisions involves range versus 
speed tradeoffs, with faster radios having reduced communication 
range. Higher speed radios increase system costs because a 50 per 
cent reduction in the range of a radio results in a need for about four 
times the number of access points to cover the same area. 
Depending on required usage, wireless NICs in the access pointenable 
the system to be adapted to provide different data throughput and cov 
erage tradeoffs. Because the radio separates from the access point, the 
entire installed wireless infrastructure does not need to be replaced if 
network requirements change. For example, the following approaches 
can be employed to meet changing network requirements: 

- An additional radio can plug into the access point's second PC 
card slot to provide a second data channel. 

- If new radio technology evolves (such as 802.11), the new radio 
can plug into the second slot to support incremental growth on 
the network and also support the existing population on the ini- r 
tial radio. 

- If complete migration to new technology is required, only the 
radio needs to be changed. 

In each approach the initial investment in the infrastructure remains 
intact and the interface to the enterprise network stays the same. 
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Portable, Baffery-operated Wireless 
Stafions - - 

Because the radio range of a single access point is limited, multiple 
access points provide coverage over a large area. The access points 
are installed to provide adjacent areas of coverage, ensuring that as a 
wireless station moves out of the range of one access point, it roams 
into the range of another. Figure 3-1 shows a wireless station roaming 
from coverage area B to A. 

Areas A and Boverlap coverage. When the wireless station leaves the 
transmission range of access point B, it roans from B to A. 
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The link with the wireless station is transparently handed from-access 
point to access point without affecting the wireless station's connection 
to the enterprise LAN. Roaming challenges traditional network design 
assumptions for the following reasons: 

b A roaming wireless station's network address is no longer equal 
to its physical location. 

> Battery-powered mobile computers typically do not maintain 
continuous connections with the network because advanced 
power management techniques cycle the radio off when not 
actively Communicating. 

Wireless networking software, embedded in the access points, 
addresses both issues. The access points track the location and status 
of wireless stations through spanning tree forwarding databases, and 
manage traffic accordingly. This capability isolates the LAN environ 
ment from the issues of mobile devices and transparently integrates 
the access point based infrastructure into the enterprise network. 

Wired and Wireless Safions on Sane 
Backbone 
Wired and wireless stations can coexist on the same backbone. An 
access point operating as a wired bridge provides connectivity to the 
wireless stations by bridging radio traffic from these devices onto the 
wired enterprise LAN. The wired bridge converts open wireless LAN 
frames to Ethernet frames, and Ethernet frames to open wireless LAN 
frames. 

Unicast or multicast flooding options (or both) can be configured for 
Ethernet LANs through the access points configuration menus. Pro 
grammable and DDXEthernetfiltering options can also be defined to 
selectively discard Ethernet frames the access point receives on its 
Ethernet port. 

EXAMPLE: in the sample configuration in Figure 3-2, the PENKEY computer and note 
book can communicate with the fixed desktop shotion. To the host and server, the 
wireless stations appear to be hard-wired to the LAN. 
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IPX-Addressable 
Nowell Server 

PENKEY computer 
Figure 3-2 

Wired and Wireless Starfions on Serre Baekjone - a 

Dynamic Radio Coverage 
When access points are powered on, they begin communicating with 
each other to facilitate the best communications from a wireless station 
to a server or host. The wireless access point community sets up a 
hierarchy called a spanning tree, a distributed data structure that opti 
mizes forwarding of messages to wireless stations. 
The open wireless LAN spanning tree dynamically organizes the net 
work into a loop-free structure for efficient forwarding of messages. 
For connectivity, there must be at least one physical path (Ethernet or 
radio) to each node. If there are multiple possible paths between 
nodes. the network autoconfigures so that the most efficient link is 
used. If a link is lost the network dynamically reconfigures to provide 
an alternative path. 
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Figure 3-3 shows the physical links in a sample network configuration. 

Figure 33 
Physical Links in Sample Nefwork Configuration 

In Figure 3-3, wired station Ais not part of the network spanning tree 
Wired station Band the Ethernet link it is on can be viewed as part of 
the spanning tree. 
A branch in the spanning tree is a logical link: open wireless LAN 
frames are forwarded along the branches. Figure 34 shows the net 
work in Figure 3-3 organized as a logical network spanning tree. Note 
that the spanning tree eliminates the loops in the physical topology and 
uses the most efficient link. 
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Rodio port Rodio port 

Figure 34 
Logical Nehwork spanning Tree 

The spanning tree is organized automatically among the nodes of the 
wireless community. Bridges that are 802.ld compliant also employ a 
spanning tree architecture. The open wireless LAN spanning tree is 
designed to overlay 802.1d spanning trees to provide correct operation 
of wireless nodes in a bridging environment 
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Spanning Tree 

The open wireless LAN spanning tree can consist of these nodes: 
D. Multiple access points operating as wired bridges and wireless 

access points along the branches of the tree. 
- One wired bridge operating as the super root of the tree. 
- One access point operating as the designated bridge for each sec 

ondary Ethernet LAN. 
Wired stations and wireless stations as leaves on the tree. 

Figure 3-5 shows a sample network configuration with spanning tree 
nodes. 

Wired Shafion 

Y 5th Wireless Access Point 
(900 MHz and UHF 

Y Wireless - - 
Station (UHF) as 

Figure 3-5 
sample Nefwork Configuration 
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An open wireless LAN node logically attaches to its parent through the 
node's root port. . 

D NOTE: Open wireless LAN nodes are NORAND access points and any wireless station 
that conneds ?o the neMork through a NORAND SOOMHz or UHF radio. 

In Figure 35the root port for the wired bridges is the Ethernet port. 
The root port for the wireless access point, designated bridge, and 
wireless station is the radio port. Figure 34 on page 3-7 illustrates the 
port Concept 

Wired Bridges 
A wired bridge is an access point that converts (bridges) an open wire 
less LAN frame to an Ethernet frame, and an Ethernet frame to an 
open wireless LAN frame. The wired bridge also forwards open wire 
less LAN frames to open wireless LAN nodes. 

Wireless Access Poins 
An access point that does not physically connect to the Ethernet 
medium is a wireless access point. It forwards frames through its par 
ent or another wireless access point, or through an access point on the 
distribution LAN. The parentis the access point to which the wireless 
access pointlogically attaches. 

P NOTE: The distribution LAN is the physical segment ?o which the super root physically 
Connects. Usually, the distribution LAN is also the segment to which the primary 
Ethernet host, LAN server, or NORAND gateway connects. 
Super Roof 
The open wireless LAN spanning tree must have a root, which is the 
Super root. Similarly, each access point is the root of the subtree below 
the access point. The super root is a wired bridge that operates as the 
central control point for network-wide parameters, network registra 
tion, and other operations. 
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Super Roof selection 
If a network has one super root candidate, that candidate becomes the 
Super root on the distribution LAN. 
If a network has two or more super root candidates, the candidate with 
the highest root priority automatically becomes the super root. The 
range of rootpriorities is "0" (zero) through "7," where "7" is the high 
est priority. An access point with priority "0" cannot become a super 
OOt. 

If two or more access points have the same rootpriority, the access 
point with the highest Ethernet address becomes the super root. 

EXAMPLE Figure 3-6 shows an example of the super root selection process. Access points 
A and B have root priority 3. Access point Chas root priority 5. Each 
occess point has a unique Ethernet address. 

Access Point A Access Point B Access Point C 
Roof Priority. 3 Root Priority 3 Root Priority: 5 
Adde: oocots24E26:34 Addie OOCO-8263:07.09 Addis OOCOB25F47:22 

Ethernet (Distribution) LAN 

Figure 3-6 
Super Roof Node Selection Example 

Access point C is the super root because it has the highest root priority, if access 
point C went offline, access points A and B would become super root candi 
dates. However, because B's address is higher than As, B would become the 
new super root. 
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Norand assigns a default value of "1" to the rootpriority. You can . 
change this value through the access point's configuration menus to. 
achieve a more efficient configuration for your site. 

Directing Super Roof selection 
Multiple rootpriority levels prioritize super root selection, which you 
specify and which is based on location. To direct the selection in net 
works with more than one super root candidate, you set the rootprior 
ity of the preferred access point higher than the root priorities of the 
other access points. When two or more access points are operating in 
a single network, they constantly communicate to ensure only one 
super root exists. 
Rootpriority is important if the super root goes offline or is discon 
nected from the distribution LAN. In this case the spanning tree auto 
configures and selects a new super root. How quickly it makes the 
selection depends on network size. 
Typically, a network is operational within2 to 3 minutes of when the 
super root goes offline. Multiple root node candidates allow for redun 
dancy, which is the ability of a duplicate device to take over the function 
of another device. 
If you installadditional access points, the one with a root priority 
higher than the current super root's rootpriority immediately becomes 
the new super root when it attaches (associates) with the network. A 
network typically resumes operation within 2 to 3 minutes of when a 
new super rootnode is introduced. If several Super root candidates 
have the same root priority, time to operation may increase while the 
system searches for the candidate with the highest Ethernet address. 
Speeding super Roof Selection 
Norand recommends that you set the root priority to a nonzero value 
for two super root candidates on small networks and two or three can 
didates on large networks. For example, on a small network two 
access points could have a rootpriority of "5"; other access points 
should have a root priority of "0." For convenience, you should assign 
the highest root priority to the access point that is the most physically 
accessible. You should also configure network-wide parameters (for 
example, flooding levels) consistently on all root node candidates. 

Open Wireless LAN Theory of Operation 3 
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Designated Bridge 
Access points physically connected to a secondary physical LAN, and 
within the radio coverage area of an access point on the distribution 
LAN, are candidates to become the designated bridge for the secondary 
LAN. The designated bridge is a particular access point assigned the 
role of bridging frames destined for or received from the secondary 
IAN, providing a wireless connection between two unconnected 
secondary LAN segments. 
The secondary LAN can be in the same building as the distribution 
LAN or in a separate building. Figure 3-5 on page 3-8 shows a single 
secondary Ethernet LAN. 
Currently, an access point with the 900 MHz or UHF radio option can 
be a designated bridge. For a 2.4 GHz solution, two interbuilding 
bridges provide similar point-to-point capability by linking Ethernet 
LANs. 

EXAMPLE 

See Section 4, "Network Configurations," for an example of a configura 
tion with interbuilding and intrabuilding bridges. Appendix B, "Recom 
mended Network Products," lists the interbuilding bridge Norand sug 
gests for use with the open system. 

Designated Bridge selection 
If a network has one designated bridge candidate, that candidate 
becomes the designated bridge for the secondary LAN. If a network 
has two or more candidates, the candidate with the highest bridge 
priority automatically becomes the designated bridge. The range of 
bridge priorities is "0" through "7," where "7" is the highest bridge 
priority. An access point with bridge priority "O" cannot become a des 
ignated bridge. 

figure 3-7 shows an example of the designated bridge seledion process. The 
wo occess points connected to the secondary LAN have different bridge priori 
fies (3 and 5). Access point B is the designated bridge because its bridge 
priority is higher than A's priority: 

Feb. 3, 2005 
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Ethermet (Distribution) LAN -- 

2 Access Point B 
Bridge Priority: 57 
(Designated Bridge) 

Figure 3-7 
Designated Bridge selection. Example 

Access Point A 

Secondary Ethernet LAN 

Ifan access point on the secondary LAN has a higher bridge priority 
than other access points on the secondary LAN, but is outside the 
radio coverage area of an access point on the distribution LAN, it can 
not become the designated bridge. 
Norand assigns a default value of "1" to the bridge priority. If you are 
installing a designated bridge, you should change this value through 
the access points configuration menus to determine the selection of 
the designated bridge 

If two or more access points have the same bridge priority, the access 
point with the highest Ethernet address becomes the designated 
bridge. 

You must set a secondary bridge flag for the designated bridge's Ether 
net portin addition to the bridge priority. Bridge flags allow the des 
ignated bridge to be configured to optimize which frame types 
are bridged over the wireless link. Bridge flags are unicast and 
multicast flooding options, discussed later in this section. 
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If a designated bridge goes offline, the remaining candidates deter. 
mine which one becomes the new designated bridge. The designated 
bridge is always the access point that meets these criteria: 

- Physically connects to a secondary Ethernet LAN 
- Is within the radio coverage area of an access point on the dis 

tribution LAN 

- Has the highest nonzero bridge priority; if it has the same bridge 
priority as another access point, then it has highest Ethernet 
address (unless the access point with the highest priority is out 
of range) 

- Has a secondary bridge flag set for its Ethernet port 

Configurations 
Section 4 shows examples of secondary and multiple secondary LANs. 

secondary Proxim LAN 
The radio coverage area of an access point with the Proxim2.4 GHz 
radio option is a secondary Proxim LAN. The designated bridge is the 
access point with the radio. Default values for access points with the 
Proxim2.4 GHz radio are factory-set to enable designated bridging, 
with flooding disabled. 

Wireless Stations 
Wireless stations are the end nodes in the spanning tree. Access. 
points forward frames to and receive frames from the wireless 
stations. When a wireless station is power managed the access point 
buffers outbound messages and uses a pending message list to com 
municate that messages are buffered. 
Unicast, broadcast, and multicast addresses are supported. A unicast 
address is a unique Ethernet address assigned to a single station. 
Broadcast is a transmission to all wireless stations at the same time. 
Multicast is a form of broadcast through which copies of the frame are 
delivered to a subset of all possible destinations with a common multi 
cast address. 
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The wireless station converts, then sends to its parent, information it 
Collects through its keyboard or scanner, for example. If an emulation 
Solution requires a gateway, the gateway forwards the data to the host 
Figure 38 shows data flow fron a terminal emulation station to its par 
ent and then to a NORAND gateway. Dashed lines are data. 

NORAND Access Point Access Point 

RC403OE Gateway, Wireless Network Access Server on host, 6950 
Enterprise Gateway Server, or 6910 integrated Gateway/Access Point 

Figure 3-8 
Sample Mehwork Dalar Flow 

LAN Identification Number Donnair 
So they can communicate, open wireless LAN nodes must have the 
same LAN ID (also called domain). It may be desirable to have inde 
pendent networks operating with an overlapping radio frequency (RF) 
coverage area. In this case, you must set the LAND to ensure each 
network's access points and wireless stations communicate within their 
own network 

You set the LAN ID through configuration menus for each access point 
and wireless station. Norand assigns a default LAN ID of "O" to these 
devices. If you need to change this number to achieve a more efficient 
configuration for your site, you must change the number for each 
access point and wireless station in the same network to the new num 
ber. Norand strongly recommends that you change the default LAN ID 
to another value when you initially configure the devices. 
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P NOTE For the 900 MHz and UHF radio opions, the range of LAN ID numbers is 0. 
through 254. For the Proxim 2.4 GHz radio option, the range is 70 through 
T5. The LAN ID is the Proxim domain ID modulo 16.) 

Nefname and Security ID 
For link security, the wireless infrastructure provides a network nam 
ing capability called netname. For the Proxim 2.4 GHz radio option an 
additional parameter called security ID provides separate security to 
prevent unauthorized PC-compatible computers from associating with 
access points. (Associating is the precess a wireless station follows to 
connect with a single access point at any one time) Norand supports 
the security ID for the Proxim2.4 GHz radio in addition to netname for 
compatibility with standard Proxim drivers in wireless stations. 
Netname and security Dare ASCII strings. You set the strings 
through configuration menus for the access point and PC-compatible 
computer. The default netname is blank; the defaultsecurity ID is 
"norandowl." So they can communicate, all access points and PC-con 
patible computers in the same network must have the same netname 
or security ID, or both. An access point or PC-compatible computer 
attaches to the network only if its netname or security D matches the 
super root's netname or security D. 

Aufoconfiguration 
For most installations, one of the features of the open wireless LAN 
isits ability to automatically configure the spanning tree using factory 
default parameters of the access points. 
Within minutes of when access points power up, the network discovers 
all possible communication paths, develops the spanning tree, and 
selects the super root. The spanning tree creates a loop-free network 
topology. 

Feb. 3, 2005 
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For the network to autoconfigure, Norand suggests that a minimal 
number of parameters be set 

- Root priority 
- LAN ID 
D Netname 
D. Bridge priority for each designated bridge 
- For Proxim 2.4 GHz radio option: security ID 

Norand also suggests that a minimal number of radio-specific 
parameters be set 

- For Proxim 2.4 GHz radio: channel and subchannel 
For 900 MHz radio: node and channel 
For UHF radio: frequency 

EXAMPLE : Figure 3-9 shows an example of autoconfiguration. Each access point has the 
default root priority, LAN ID, and netname or security td (or both). Each occess 
point has a unique Etheme Oddress: 

Access Point A Access Point B Access Point C 
Rootpriority: 17 Roofpriority: 7 Roof priority: 1 
LAN ID TO AN 101 AND TO 
Security ID: norandow Seayriy D: 1norandow? Security iD: norandow 
AddOOCOB2:48:26:34 Addoo COB263-07-09 Add-OOCO-82:5F4:22 

Ethernet (Distribution) LAN 

Figure 3-9 
Autoconfiguration Through Ethernef Address 

Access points A, B, and C are super root candidates because they have the . 
some roof priority. Access point B becomes the super root because it has the 
highest Ethernet address. If access point B went offline, access point c would 
become the super root because its Ethernet oddress is higher thon occess point 
As address. 
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EXAMPLE 2: 

Feb. 3, 2005 
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Figure 3-10 shows another example of autoconfiguration. Each access point. 
has the default LANID and netname or security ID (or both). Access points. A 
and B have the default root priority. Access point C's root priority is 3. Each 
access point has a unique Ethernet address: 
Access Point A Access Point B Access Point C 
Root Priority: 71 Root Priority 17 Root Priority: 31 
LAN ID O1 LAND OT LAN ID: 10 
Nefname: norandow Nenone norandow Netname norandow 
Addit: OOCO:82:48:26:34 Add: OOCOB263:07:09 Add: OOCOB25F47:22 

Ethernet Distribution) LAN 

Figure 3-10 
Aufoconfiguration Through Roof Priority 

Access point Cbecomes the super root because it has the highest root priority. If 
occess point Cwent offine, access points A and B would become super root 
Candidates. B would become the new super root because its Ethernet address is 
higher than As oddress. / 

Why Change the Spanning Tree 
Configuration? 
The spanning tree can use factory-set default values for the autoconfi 
guration parameters to create a loop-free topology. However, those 
values might conflict with an adjacent LAN. To achieve a more desir 
able configuration, you can change the values through the access 
point's configuration menus. 
Usually the best configuration depends on a network's particular char 
acteristics and traffic loads. In configurations with secondary Ethernet 
LANs, the root priority and bridge priority can be changed to force a 
more efficient topology. 
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In this case the rootpriority should be set so that the distribution LAN 
is the "backbone" LAN. Norand or certified providers can review 
your needs to help you determine the best configuration for 
your environment 

Infer-Access Poinf Profocol 

The open wireless LAN uses an inter-access point protocol to manage 
the wireless infrastructure. Open wireless LAN protocol frames are 
transmitted between NORAND network devices. The DDXEthernet 
type of an open wireless LAN protocol frame is hexadecimal 875C. 
Helo Frames 
On Ethernet links, the super root or designated bridge periodically 
sends hello frames. On 900 MHz or UHF radio links, all access points 
periodically send hello frames. The frames help organize the access 
points into a spanning tree and advertise linkavailability. 
Hello frames randomize around 1-, 2-, or 3-second intervals on an 
Ethernet ink. The multicast destination 802 address for hello frames 
is always hexadecimal 01:CO.B.24D:43:4F on Ethernet links. 
On open wireless LAN radio links, hello frames can randomize around 
l- or 2-second intervals. The interval is adjustable through configu 
ration menus. 

Power Management . 
For the 900 MHz or UHF radio option, the MACR sublayer provides 
Several facilities to supportsleeping wireless stations. A sleeping sta 
tion initially synchronizes on a hello response frame from the wired 
bridge. Hello frames include a pending message list. Each entry in 
the list contains the nodeID of a wireless station with pending mes 
sages. The wireless station calculates the time of the next expected 
hello response frame and powers down with an active timer interrupt 
set to wake it just before the next hello response frame is transmitted. 
Power managementextends the operating period for a given battery 
charge. By awakening before the next scheduled message, the wire 
less station misses no messages during a sleep period. 
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EXAMPLE 

The Proxim2.4 GHz radio option has a power management mecha 
nism similar to the 900 MHz and UHF radio options. Norand supports 
the standard Proximpower management facilities for compatibility 
with the Proxim operating system or standard Proxim drivers in wire 
less stations. 

Affec Franes 
Open wireless LAN nodes periodically send unicast attach frames to 
explicitly associate with the open wireless LAN and refresh connec 
tions. Periodic attachment reduces or eliminates the need to flood uni 
cast frames into the radio network. 

Dora Franes 
Data frames normally bridge onto an Ethernet link as regular Ethernet 
frames with a DDX, 802.3, or SNAP protocol type. The 802 source 
address of NORAND open wireless LAN frames (DDX875C) is always 
the 802 address of the access point that transmitted the frame, which is 
DDX, 802.3, or 802.3SNAP over the Ethernet physical medium. 

A DixiProme originating on a rodo link bridges onto an Ethernet link with a 
DX type of hexadecimal 0800. The 802 source oddress is the address of the 
wireless station that originated the frame. 
Optionally, you can disable bridging on an access pointthrough its con 
figuration menus. An access point with bridging disabled is a toired 
access point that will not convert Ethernet frames to open wireless LAN 
frames, and open wireless LAN frames to Ethernet frames. Normally, 
bridging should not be disabled. 

AMAC-R Frees 

DDX Ethernet frames are used for inter-access point (MAC-R) communications. 
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Frame Forwarding 1 . 

The access pointmaintains a forwarding database with an entry for 
each node in the Subtree rooted at the access point, and entries for 
inbound nodes or nodes on the distribution LAN. All access points 
receive frames on the Ethernet linkin promiscuous mode, which means 
an access point receives all broadcast frames and frames destined for 
unicast or multicast addresses. If the destination is in the subtree 
rooted at an access point, that access point forwards the frame out 
bound, for example. Otherwise the frame is ignored. 
Optionally, flooding levels can be set so that frames are flooded 
throughout the network if the destination is unknown. Flooding is dis 
cussed later in this section 

The database associates unicast Ethernet addresses with ports. Each 
entry contains a destination address and an associated portidentifier. 
When the access point receives afrane, it searches its forwarding 
database to determine the port of the destination. If the access point 
finds the destination and if the destination is on another port (other 
than the one on which the frame arrived), the access pointbridges or 
forwards the frame to the destination port. 
With bridging enabled, an access pointbridges inbound open wireless 
LAN frames onto its Ethernet portif the destination is notin its for 
warding database. If the destination is in its subtree, the access point 
bridges a frame from its Ethernet port outbound into the open wireless 
LAN radio network. An open wireless LAN frame is inbound if it is 
moving toward the Super root. The frame is outbound if it is moving 
away from the super root 

EXAMPLE 1: figure 3-ll shows how spanning tree nodes route o frame. Dashed lines repre 
sent branches. Assumptions are as follows: 

- Computer A is sending a unicast IP frame to computer B. 
- Ecch occess point and PENKEY computer has the 900 MHz or UHF 

radio option. 
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Access Point A 
(Super Roof 

Access Point B Access Point C 
Mired Bridge) Mired Bridge) 

Access Point D 

Figure 3-II 
Frane Forwarding Between Wireless Stations 
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Spanning free nodes route the frame as follows: 
l. 

2. 

5. 

6. 

Computer A sends the unicast IP frame to its parent (access point C). 
through a wireless link. s 
Access point C bridges the frame onto the distribution LAN. The source 
and destinction addresses are the 802 addresses of computers A and B, 
respectively. If the frame is DIX, the Etheme type is 0800. 
Access points A and B receive the bridged frame. In this case, the super 
root (access point A) and occess point B should have a route table entry 
for computer 8. However, the root entry for the access points' private 
database is marked as distributed. (Distributed means another access 
point is responsible for bridging outbound frames to the destinction.) The 
super root will not bridge a non-open wireless LAN frame if its route 
table entry for the destination is distributed. 
Access point B bridges the IP frame and forwards it over its radio port to 
access point D. Access point D has a distributed table entry for computer 
B. Therefore, access point D bridges the frame onto the secondary Ether 
net LAN (that is, as a DIX IP frame). 
Access point E receives the frame because its Ethernet port is in promiscu 
ous mode. Access point E has a route toble entry for computer B. 
Access point E bridges the frome from Ethernet and forwards it over its rodio port to computer B. 

if computer B sends an IP frame to the LAN server on the distribution LAN, 
Figure 3-12 shows how spanning free nodes route the frame. 

Feb. 3, 2005 
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Access Point A 

Ethernet (Distribution) LAN 

Access Point B Access Point C 

Access. Point D Com A 
Designated Bridge) puter in. 

Computer B 

Figure 3-12 
Frame Forwarding Befween Wireless Sfortion and 

LAN server 

Spanning free nodes route the frame as follows: 
l. Computer B sends the frame to its parent (occess point E) through a wire 

less link. 

2. Access point E bridges the frame onto the secondary Ethernet LAN as a 
IP frame. Note that if the LAN server was connected to the secondary 
LAN, the server would receive the bridged frame. 

3. Access point D forwards the frame inbound to access point 8. 
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4. Access point 8 bridges the frame onto the distribution LAN as an-IP 
frame. If the frame is DIX, the Ethernet type is 0800. 

5. The server receives the frame. Forwarding is transparent to the server, 
which has an Ethemet protocol stock. 

Flooding 
If the access point is unable to find a destination address in its forward 
ing database (the destination is unknown), the access point floods the 
frame if configured to do so. Flooding is a process where frames 
received on one portare transmitted on all other ports. 
You can configure unicast or multicast flooding options (or both) for 
the distribution LAN and for each secondary Ethernet LAN. You Con 
nure flooding options through the super root's configuration menus. 
Because access points with a nonzero root priority are candidates to 
become the super root, each access point with a nonzero rootpriority 
should have the same flooding options for consistency. 
In many cases flooding puts unnecessary traffic onto the RF medium. 
For this reason, the default configuration for the access point disables 
outbound flooding of unicast frames. 
To reduce traffic you can limit flooding to a subset of secondary Ether 
net LANs. This feature is intended for sites with a mixture of second 
ary Ethernet LANs and secondary Proxim LANs. Depending on your 
application, you may want to avoid flooding frames to secondary Pro 
xim LANs but want to flood frames to certain secondary Ethernet 
LANs. 

You can selectively flood the frames by specifying a secondary bridge 
flag for each secondary LANs' designated bridge. The bridgeflag 
works in conjunction with the flooding levels set for the super root 
The designated bridge for a secondary LAN notifies the super root and 
each access point on the inbound path to the super root that it requires 
unicast or multicast flooding, or both. 
Access points connected to the secondary Ethernet LAN and with a 
nonzero bridge priority are candidates to become the designated 
bridge. For consistency, the same flooding options should be set for 
each candidate. 

Feb. 3, 2005 
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Complete instructions on how to configure flooding options are in the 
6710 Access Point User's Guide (NPN: 961-047-081) and 6910 Inte 
grated Gateway/Access Point User's Guide (NPN: 961-047,095). : 

Unicasf Flooding options 
You can configure the access point to take one of the following actions 
when it receives unicast frames: 

- Discard unicast frames that originate on the distribution LAN if 
the destination is unknown. The access pointforwards unicast 
frames that originate in the radio network inbound, until the 
frame arrives at an access point with a route entry for the des 
tination. The access point relays an inbound unicast frame onto 
the distribution LAN if the destination is unknown. 

D. Flood unicast frames to the distribution LAN and to each second 
ary Ethernet LAN that has unicast flooding enabled. For exam 
ple, an access point forwards, to the distribution LAN and to 
each secondary Ethernet LAN that has unicast flooding enabled, 
a unicast frame that originates in the radio network if the destina 
tion is unknown. 

Flood unicast frames to the distribution LAN and all secondary 
Ethernet LANs if the destination is unknown. 

Generally, the best option is to disable unicast flooding. However, 
flooding of unicast frames is required if the network contains one or 
more secondary Ethernet LANs with wired stations that do not periodi 
cally generate traffic. 

Multicas Flooding options 
You can configure the access point to take one of the following actions 
when it receives nulticastframes: 

D NOTE Selecting higher multicast Flooding levels increases wireless LAN traffic. 
Os Discard multicast frames that originate on the distribution LAN. 
- Forward, to secondary Ethernet LANs that have multicast flood 

ing enabled, multicast frames that originate on the distribution 
LAN. 














































































































































































































































































































































































































